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INmc>DUC'l'ION 
Recent trends in educational phil.osopey- show clearl:1 an increasing 
stress on a creative element which is invo~ved in ~ effective learning 
situation. In general, this term. is used to indicate the degree of 
interaction between the learming organism and his environment-the extent 
to which the organism involves its whole self in the learning situation. 
The implication is that the effectiveness of learning augments with in-
creasing involvement., 
With more interest and attention being given by modern educators 
to creative teaching and creative .learning, the elemeJ].tary school teacher 
might well· wonder how he could bring this elusive creative elarnent into 
his approach to children. He might become concerned with the nature of 
creativity a.nd the wqs in which he could harness this force so that his 
teaching vtould take on ,new aspect~ of effectiveness and vigor. 
It is the purpose of .thiS service paper to endeavor to examine the 
· area of creativity in the field of music with the hope that the findings 
may prove helptul to the elementacy:school teacher who is attempting to 
.find new creative elements in his teaching-learning situation. This 
paper concentrates on creative music for children aged four., five, and 
six. The writer feels strong:cy- the i.mpemtance of releasing creative 
potential in the Ver'S' yOung before steftotyped behavior patterns are set. 
In reading the literature on creative teaching, the writer was 
v 
• 
impressed by the lack of available information which would be of 
practical value to the teacher who is delving further into the field. 
Too frequently is the discussion dismissed w±f;h the easy conclusion 
that since the prl.me element in a creative situation is a creative 
attitude on the part of the teacher, concrete suggestions of approach 
and activities would be next. to useless. "Learning situations vary so. n 
This vague attitude found so often in discussions of the area of 
creativity, though valid in its assertion to a certain e:x:t.ent, might 
well be responsible for the lack of attention given to the creative 
element by teachers. Too few people are very spontaneously creative 
and, as a result, find it difficult to convey this way of feeling and 
responding to children. 
It is the belief of the writer that teachers, as they attempt to 
understand and harness creative potential in their children, want and 
need more help than mere encouragements and useless generalities. They 
.. y . 
want, as Lilla Belle Pitts words it: 
"· " • forceful plans of action, organized for the 
purpose of conducting children's creative energies into 
channels that will not only liberate, but control and 
shape productivity, as well.u 
In an attempt, to .make this paper as practical and useful as possible 
for the teacher of young children; the writer has devoted a large part 
of it to the description of activities which nursery school, kindergarten, 
and first grade teachers might, find helpful in their efforts to approach 
their children creatively. The activities have been designed or selected 
1/Lilla Belle Pitts, Music Curriculum. in a Cha.nglllg World, Silver Burdett 
Company, New York, 1944, p. 26. . . 
vi 
in light of modern theory concerning the nature of creativity and · 
creative expression. 
In endeavoring to approach the area of creativity in a practical 
way, the writer does not wish to convey the impression that the theo-
retical knowledge in this area is not essential for the teacherts deeper 
understanding of the force with which he is worldng. For at~ creative 
approach in teaching, he must understand more fully the nature of crea-
tivity and the creative act. He .must gain insight into the conditions 
which induce a. creative atmosphere a.nd a creative response. He must be-
come more aware of his role in stimulating a. creative spirit in which 
freedom of expression can flourish. 
It is not enough:, furthermore, for the teacher to understand only 
the creative aspect invo~ved in this endeavor. He must have a clearer 
understanding of the other element in this interaction, namely the child. 
It is important that he understand the general :physical, mental, emotional, 
and social development of the child in order that he .lllC\1 more/readily see 
the child's needs for a creative environment and adjust his teaching to 
these needs in light of the child's abilities. For this reason, Chap-
ter I has been devoted to the purpose of .making clearer for the teacher 
the nature of the two elements with which he is working: creative force 
and the developing child--and the interaction that can be. expected be-
tween the two. 
The writer has given Chapter n over to the description of activities 
which will hopefully bring about the desired product, increasing music 
creativity in children. Suggestions have been given in six areas of 
·.vii 
creative work which were~ in part;~ decided upon by the writer in view 
11 
of the success Satis Cole.ma.n has achieved in worldng with children 
in several of these creative fields. 
It is hoped that the reader who finds the material in this paper 
useful will be able to discover for himself other areas of .music 
creativity~ new ways of evold.ng creative expression~ and widening re-
lationships and correlations between aJ.l areas of creative e.:xpression. 
,Y'satis Coleman, Creative Music for Children, G. P. Putnam's Sons, 
New York, 1922, 220 pp. 
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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
1. The Nature of Crea.tivii;y 
In delving into the field of creativity, one is continuous4r bound 
by .man's limited knowledge of this force-what in its essence, it is-
where it comes from-and why. There is an urge in man to e:xpress inner 
feelings. One can begin to get glim.pses of the various ways in which 
e~ressions of these feelings ca.n be evoked, and find some information 
about the most often used avenues for expression which man ha.s employed 
through the ages. But the unfathomable creativity of a. Beethoven, a. 
da.Vinci, and a. Shakespeare indicates a. force, the limits of which a.re 
beyond our comprehension. One ba.s onq to look at these men to wonder 
humbl;r what powers of creativity are within all .men, latent and un-
challenged. One cannot help but wonder what avenues of expression, nOW' 
untried, man w.Lll discover and use in the future if his inner restless 
urges to express himself are nurtured .. 
The phrase "the whole .mann is heard so often recently. OUr civ-
ilization in its state of turmoil and confusion is longing to be "whole"• 
Man feels within himself a. fractured state of existence-a tightness, 
which something within him tells him is wrong. He feels restless and 
dissatisfied with himself and his "lot iri life«. Hence, virtua.lly 
-1-
y 
hundreds of books have been written on Peace of Mind, How to Live With 
y . '21 
Yourself, Ma.nts Search For Himself. 
Mulling aver the situation, one wonders what this freedom is that 
.man in his restlessness and dissatisfaction is seeking. What is it in 
.man that tellS him he is not meant to be so bounded ·and limited-that 
there is more to this e:xistence than eating, sleeping, earning a living, 
st~ alive? One wonders what role, in the process of ·evolving ~· 
condition of wholeness and equilibrium. in .man, is played by these uni-
versal urges to express creatively an inner state of feeling and thinking. 
It is with these questions and ponderings in mind tba.t the writer 
approaches the area of creativity--vdth full awareness of its vastness 
and possible potentiality and of m.an 1s so limited concept of its nature 
and purpose in life. 
Definition and scope of creativity.-- Th~ .most accepted vie\Vs of 
creativity by writers in this field seem, in general, to emphasize the 
response which the person makes to a situation as the determining factor 
in deciding the degree of creativity involved in that particular ex-
perience. This might well be Sl,1lllliial"ized by the definition which Hollis ltl . ' ' 
L. Caswell gives: · 
Y Joshua. L. Liebman, Peace of Mind, Simon and Schuster, New York, 1946, 
20.3 PP• 
g}Mu:rray Banks, How to Live With Yourself, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York,. 
1951, 24J. pp.. . .. . 
.2/Rollo May, Man's Search For Himself, w. W. Norton and Co.mpaey, Inc., 
New York, 195.3, 281 pp. · 
lt/Hollis L. Caswell, Education in the Elementary School, American Book 
Company, New York, 1942, p. 152. 
.2 
• • • experience possesses a creative quality whenever 
it involves a situation to which the individual has 
for.med a noVel and peculiarl;r appropriate response. 
11 
And again:. 
"Creative" is conceived nat prima.ril;r in ter.ms of the 
product and its extrinsic qualities but. in ter.ms of 
the process through which the individual goes and the 
intrinsic quality of that ~ocess. 
The broad interpretation of creativity- is brought out more vividly, 
?:/ 
again by Caswell, when he states that: 
There is nothing which children and adults do which may 
nat be touched by artistry, so that the individual finds 
through the activity ·some unique form of expression, some 
wa;y of doing the thing so as to eJq?ress his own particular 
interests and abilities. 
He emphasizes further that ever,yone has creative potential. 
It is necessar,r for the teacher to understand this inclusive in-
terpretation of the word 11creativity11 in order that this wa:y of thinking 
may be incorporated into his philosophy of teaching. If bis approach ·is 
grounded on this general conviction, he will have in mind constantly his 
responsibility to draw from the children the essence of the.mselves, not 
onl:y in the arts, but through and in all experiences. 
Criteria for creativity.- The vtriter wishes to .make this discussion 
.more specific by discussing now several criteria of creativity which 
. ll 
Mildred Dawson · gives. Although she is dealing with the particular 
field of creative writing, the characteristics which she gives can easily 
i7Hollis L. Caswell, op. cit., p. 156. 
Y,Ibid., P• 157., 
..2/Mildred A. Dawson, Teaching Language in the Grades, World Book 
Co.mpa.cy, New York, 1951, p. 246. 
3 
be applied to all..areas of creative work. Illustrative examples will 
accompany each criteria in order .to clari,ty .. their meanings further. AlJ. y 
four illustrations are taken from R. F. Sba.wt s interesting article~ 
nout of the Mouths of Babes" in which she has reported several edifying 
examples of the creativity that is within young children. y 
Dawsonts first criteria far creativity is that the expression 
.must come from within. It .must come as a result of personal thinking 
and feeling; not as an assignment ful£ill.ed. This idea is re.mark.ab~ 
. 21 
l"V'ell phrased by a six-year-old boy wham Shaw quoted, UTo draw a 
picttlre, remember to think first, and make your think. n 
w 
Dawson's second criteria for a creative work is that it must 
be mainly non-utilitarian in purpose. She points out that although 
utilitarian comnnmication .may have varying degrees of the creative in 
it~ for the most part .more creative expressions are not for the purpose 
of giving information, cqnvincing, ~uiring, or e.x;pla.ining. 
A four-year-old girl whom Shaw has quoted, illustrates in her 
dramatic flight of the imagination the . essentially non-utilitarian 
aspect of creative endeavors. 
Once upon a time in England, I was a little baby. 
But before I was a baby I was borned. And before I was 
borned I was a princess from a long wa:y ago. • • 
1/R. F. Shaw, "Out of the Mouths of Babes, •• Atlantic Montbl.y ( Jul:y, 1934), 
154:73. . 
YMildred A. Dawson, op. cit. 
2/R. F. Shaw, op. cit. 
lt/Mildred A. Dawson, op. cit. 
2/R. F. Shaw, op. cit., p. 70. 
4. 
I could f}¥. I had feathers, and I could take off · 
my feather dress and be a beautiful girl. • • y .. 
Dawson's third criteria is that of originality. In considering 
the strictest interpretation of the word "original", one wonders if 
there could be any creative work that would be entirely original, since 
in any expression there is an el.e.rnent of synthesizing past experiences. 
Dawson holds rather to the interpretation that an expression can be 
creative if originality is involved in the reproducing of ideas to ax-
press personal views or individual interpretations of ideas. To illus-
trate: A.t:wone who likes tomato soup might express this feeling and it 
would not necessarily be a particular}¥ creative thought. In a quote y . 
by Shaw of a six-year-old bqy, however, definite creative origj~ality 
of thoughb and feeling are found. "I like tomato soup. I like it 
indeed, because I am. just that wa:y, and tomato soup is its way. n 
2.1 
Dawson brings out in her fourth consideration of the nature of 
creativity the element of spontaneity which accompanies a creative ex-
pression in varying degrees. She brings out the fact that when a person 
reacts strongly to an experience, intense feelings and unusual thoughts 
will be stirred. In a volatile person, creative expression of these 
thoughts and feelings JDaY cone easi}¥; whereas, in a. person who reacts 
by bottling up these intensities within himself, there ma.y not be creative 
manifestation until these thoughts and feelings overflow. When this 
1/Mildred A. Dawson, op. cit. 
g/R. F. Shaw, op. cit., p. 71. 
2/Mildred A. Dawson, op. cit. 
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occurs, the e:xpression .lllq result in rare creative eJq>ression. 
The spontaneous element in creativity is recognized and expressed 
by a five-7Sar-old boy as he discusses the writing of stories. Again 
1/ . 
Shaw is used; 
I can't tell a talk-story. Why can't I? 'Cause 
it is too hard to do. Urbana and George can tell stories 
because they think it's easy. But somehow their stories 
are not like mine. Mine are not stories, but just dreams 
out loud. I don't think them up; they come like dreams 
and like babies. They are not t spected. • • 
The writer hopes that after reading the above descriptions and 
illustrations of creativity, the reader will be inclined to agree with ?J . 
Pitts who says; 
It is certain that experiments in creative activities in 
the schools have ·disclosed hitherto unsuspected poten-
tialities for varied and original expressive productive-
ness in children. The conclusion, then, is that if life 
is potentially creative, education should make it so 
actually. · 21 . 
Rugg, too, is encouraged by strides which education is ~aking in 
the field of creativity. He says: 
The new school is discovering how to set up an en-
vironment which will draw out the creative capacities 
of youth. Nothing less than a revolution is under way. 
Since increasing knowledge is essential to this growing movement, the 
writer has devoted the next. section to a discussion of this area.. 
1/R. F. Shaw, op. cit., p. 68. 
g/Lilla Belle Pitts, op. cit., p. 36. 
2/~old O. Rugg and AriD Schumaker, The Child-Centered School, Vforld Book 
Company, New York, 1928, p. 276. 
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2. The Psychology of the Creative Act 
Although objective scientific data is lacking concerning the 
creative process, some insight into its nature has been gathered through y 
a study of the biographical literature of original minds. Rugg de-
scribes the creative act as fotir-fold. 
There is first of all, that urge to create-hazy, in-
tangible, it ~ manifest itself as a vague restlessness. 
There is, second, the illuminating flash of insight which 
suddenly reveals to the artist a conception, perhaps in-
definite, of the meaning toward which he is groping.. There 
is, third, the mastery of t.he necessary techniques. And 
there is, fourth, the long. grueling enterprise of the in-
tegrated creative process itself--the tenacious grip on the 
clearing vision of the completed product; the persistent 
application of the necessary techniques in shaping and re-
shaping the work as it develops; the successive stages of 
ruthless self-criticism; the rigorous sense of dissatis-
faction with the work as it progresses; the insistence upon 
unsparing exactitude, precision; the constant polishing and 
changing. 
These stages are not necessarily successive, but .IIl8\Y' be. concurrent. He 
. .) ... 
then goes on to describe in more detail each of the steps in the process. y 
In discussing the first. stage, Rugg oompares::the:-approach ·of the 
child to that of the full-blown artist. During this period of restless-
ness, the child will begin by manipulating aimlessly the materials at 
hand-blocks, a kittents tail, hammer and saw, paper, paints, scissors, 
clay; whereas, the mature artist will, during this stage of urgency, 
have at band the medium through which he has found b.itDself best able to 
express what must be expressed. 
Jj'Harold 0. Rugg and Ann Schumaker, op,. cit., P• 276. 
,Y.Ibid. 
7 
J/ 
The second stage in the creative act Rugg describes thus; 
The artist, driven by the work attitude, tuning his mind to 
the materials of his craft, begins to get long-distance 
messages out of the deep recesses of his experience. Mean-
ings, feelings, emerge--old concepts in new settings, 
partially defined schema. In kaleidoscopic rush they come 
out of inner activity, however, not out of static recep-
tivity. 
Now this flash of insight is not a vision of a com-
pleted product. Insight never appears full-grown; it is 
built up bit by bit out of trial and severe effort. 
?:! . 
Rugg brings out the selective and interpretive role which the 
intellect constantly plays. The role of the will he clarifies as a 
compelling force to drive the creator on through criticism and failure, 
rather than as a directing force. For the creative act seems to be 
something that cannot be forcibly channeled. It seems, in a sense, to 
"have a mind of its 011mn as evidenced by the frequent discrepancies be-
tween the ttplannedll creative act and the actual result. (This type of . 
"unwilledtr behavior reminds the writer of the process of going to sleep. 
A common experience to all is the inability to trying or trwillingtr to 
go to sleep; sleep just comes.) 
In the third step, which is the necessity of having under control 
. . 21 
tools and techniques tt> realize the creative urges, Rugg points out 
that technique is not a formal ·skill outside of the child, to be imposed 
upon him. It is rather to be thought of as a freeing agent which will 
make possible the creative manifestation. He suggests that they be 
introduced only as needed. 
YHarold 0. Rugg and Ann Schumaker, op .. cit., p., 278. 
,Yibid. 
,2/Ibid., p. 281.. 
8 
y 
Rugg gives insight into the propelling forces that drive the 
creator on in his search for a bit of truth. 
It is this consuming belief in himself as artist and 
in his vision of truth that enables the creative person to 
minimize the toil involved in mastery. ·• • It is the artist's 
desire to realize his dream that causes him to give. himself 
with intensity of willingness to acquire the needed techniques 
to carry out that dream. 
Sticking to a job, seeing a thing through to its cul-
minating reality--and' this demands growing intelligence as 
well as dogged persistence-is of importance in releasing 
future creative energy. 
3. Interrelated Nature of All Creativity 
Before proceeding to the more specific consideration of music 
creativity, the writer wishes to discuss briefly correlation of all 
creative e:x;Pression. In attention given to the separate arts, there 
is danger that the wholeness of creativity will be lost. The common 
nature of all creative manifestations must be kept in mind--the inner 
urgency for expression whether it be with the voice through the spoken 
word or through song, with th,e hand through brush and canvas or through 
a Im.tSical instrument, or with the whole body" through dance or any form 
of rhythmic movement. y 
Pitts emphasizes this interrelationship by giving the Encyclopedia 
Americana's definition of the Greek word ttpoietes" from which the English 
word 11poetry" is derived. The meaning is ttto make, to shape; the musician, 
the poet, the artist., the creative personality-all one in being 'makers r 
or 'shapers• of the matter of human experience into forms of communicative 
YHarold 0. Rugg and Ann Schumaker, op. ei t ~, p. 284. 
,g/Lilla Belle Pitts, op. cit., p. 143 •.. 
9 
expression." 
-Y 
Mursell brings. out this essential idea when he says: 
Music is wordless poetry. The basic response to .music is a 
poetic response. • • 
Comparisons between the arts are not at all uncommon. 
Architecture is sometimes called frozen music. Painting 
is sometimes called frozen dancing. .. • The fundamental 
unity, the fundamental identity, of the seemingly different 
arts is one of the profoundest, truest, and most reveaJ.ing 
of insights. It has been recognized again and again by the 
greatest minds and the supremest creative spirits that the 
world has ever known,. As Schu.ma.rui put it: The aesthetic of 
all the arts is the same; only the medium differs ••• 
The nature of creativity in the field of music.- It has been said 
that the tongue by which men evolve the highest thoughts and feelings is 
the tongue of .music. It is just this capacity of music, to be an avenue 
of expression for thoughts and feelings of men, which, in part, .makes it y· 
potentially creative. Mursell says: 
By creative expression in music should be understood personal 
.musical initiative--the complete and wholehearted identifica-
tion of one's whole self with a .musical activity so that we 
ourse1v~s can feel and others can recognize it as conveying 
our own individual insights, purposes, and attitudes. 21 . . . 
Ru.gg describes and contrasts the two major ttn6W' schoolsrr of 
thought that had their beginnings some twenty or thirty years ago when 
the importance of a creative approach to music education was first 
realized to any great extent. 
One group, headed by Surette, Seymour, and their followers, are 
essentially students of music as an art, not essentia:L:cy students of 
y James L. Mursell, Education for Musical Growth, Ginn and Company, 
Boston, 1948, pp. 23-24. · 
gj James L• Mursell, Music in .American Schools, Silver Burdett Company, 
New York, 1943, pp. 189-198 • 
..2/Harold o. Rugg and Ann Schumaker, op. cit., p. 197. 
10 
child learning. They aim mainly at the development of appreciation in 
the mass of children> appreciation which will be achieved primarily 
through the technique of training in listening and thinldng. Rugg, 1/ 
calling this a "passive affair 11 which trains children rather than de-
velops them., goes on to describe what he considers the nactiven school, 
led by Coleman, Potter, and Church, who stress activity on the part of 
the children in the learning situation. He describes this as: 
Appreciation through joyous self-e.x:pression rather than 
through passive acquisition; creating and experiencing through 
.many media and on several plains, rather than .mere listening 
and inward *'thinking"-this is· creative .music. 
This is, in a way, perhaps a legitimate distinction to draw between 
these two evolving schools of thought. . The writer feels, however, that 
there is danger in his clear-cut dichotomy of right and wrong approach 
since .m.any modern students of creativity emphasize the creative ele.ment 
which can be involved in a listening situation. The distinction which 
might better be made, therefore, between the two schools is a difference 
in their scope of music creativity. 
The broader scope of music creativity.- Music educators today 
have, for the most part, adopted the more inclusive approach to .music 
creativity that Satis Coleman initiated in the 1920's. Music creativity 
to Coleman includes any experience in music or in related areas that 
would stimulate a person to identify a part or all of himself with that ?/ . 
activity. Coleman finds creative el.ements in many types of musical 
YHarold o. Rugg and Ann Schumaker, op. cit., p .. 197. 
~Op .. cit., p. ix. 
11 
experiences from. dancing and singing, to .making and playing of instru-
ments, to the actual creation of music and poetry. Discussion o£ these 
areas of creatiVity will be included in so.m.e detail subsequently. y 
In her approach to .music creativity, Coleman stresses simplify-
ing the .musical experience so that it will remain within the comprehen-
sion of small children and be a vital, intexoesting experience for them. 
She emphasizes the necessity of adapting the musical experience to the 
level o£ mot or development,. vocabulary, understanding, and artistic ex-
pression of the children. y 
She brings this point out by compar1rJg it to art. 
The art teacher does not give a child a stretched canvas to 
paint. on, but the simplest smooth surface she can find-and 
there the child freely expresses, in bold grotesque figures, 
the primitive art that is in him ••• His musical as well as 
his drawing e.x;periences must be in the stage that corresponds 
to his general development. 
:J/ . . . 
Cole.rna.n emphasizes also the importance of providing gradual and 
continuous musical experiences for the children to permit and encourage 
them to grcrvr musically. She feels that it is· very important for them 
to get a taste of many musical experiences, no matter how rudimentary 
and immature the children's expressions of them~ of necessity be, for 
it is through this sort of broad exposure that children 1 s interest and 
initiative are stirred so that they will be eager to find new, more pro-
ficient ways of expressing and conveying their thoughts, feelings, and 
i/op. cit., p. 154. 
yrbici. 
.2/Ibid., p. 29. 
12 
inner urges. y 
Coleman · believes that the best way to lead children gradually 
through rewarding learning experiences is to start them at the beginnings 
of primitive music and let them develop as they can and will from. there. 
She describes her first realization of this idea: 
They shall. build up their own art and experience the develop-
ment of music from the beginning. • • Being little savages 1 
they can understand savage music. I shall find the child's 
own savage level, and lift him. gradually up to higher forms; 
and he shall understand each stage as he reaches it, for his 
power will grow with it, and his work w.ill always be at his 
own level. The natural evolution of music shall be ra:r guide 
in leading the child from the simple to the complex; and we, 
with guidance, .m.q probabl.y often discover and cover in one 
lesson things that ~~quired generations for man, without 
guidance, to learn.&! 
4. Areas of Music Creativity 
The writer wishes now to discuss the various fields of creative 
expression in music which are genera.J.J,jr accepted and employed todB\V' by 
teachers who are approaching .music creatively. Just as the common ste.m. 
was seen in all for.ms of creative expression, so even more clearly can 
interrelationships be found among the various for.ms of creative expression 
in music. 
Again it .must be pointed out that for the sake of clarity of verbal 
explanation and comprehension it is necessary to divide the areas for 
further exploration into them. The necessity of constant overlapping 
will . .merely emphasize the inextricable interrelatedness of the areas 
which are being explored in this paper. 
ifOp. cit., p. 29 • 
.&/Ibid. 
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A. Making and Playing Musical Instruments 
Various authorities have delved into the possibilities of 
having children .make and play their own instruments as an area 
of creative music. They advocate that children start with the 
most primitive, uncomplicated forms--simple percussion instru-
ments such as drumS and resounding metals and glasses-and pro-
gress slowly through onude wind and string instruments. Con-
Y 
earning the value of this Coleman says: 
The eagerness to know how it will sound, and the creative 
joy of making something with a voice-something that will 
talk back to its maker--can not accomp~ the making of 
many other things. 
And since he has ·.made his own instrument, how natural 
to want to make up his own tunes to play on it! 
Children who are under five .and toO. young to be interested 
in the wlzy' of .making instruments, still find great pleasure in 
pl.a\ving on these simple "inventions11 • y . 
Coleman emphasizes her philosophy: 
It is rrw belief that somewhere in the scope of music, 
somewhere alorig the path of its development., there lies 
an instrument suited to the capacity of every child. • • 
if we could only find it. What better way is there to 
find it than to have the child follow the entire path 
front the very b~girining? . · 
Those who recommend that children make and Plair musical. 
instruments see in this type of activity the same creative po-
. ~ . 
tential as in actual. composition. Mursell, too, brings out 
1fop. cit., p. 145. 
· ,Y.Ibid., p. 155. 
2./J. L. Mursell., Music in the American Schools., Silver Burdett Compaey, 
NewYork, 1943, p. 277. 
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this idea when he says that .musical performance is creative to 
the extent that it embodies personal choices., personal insights 
and initiatives, and conveys the unique individuality of the 
perf or.me:r ... 
B. Rhythmic Activity- and Dancing 
11As. the movement of life itself in the universe is rhythmic, y 
so rhythm is the very life and soul of music.n This points 
clear)Jr to the necessity of rhythmic pulsation in music which a 
person must feel in order to be t~ .musically creative. y 
Newman goes on: 
This mo'IJ'ement is felt rather than known, and if not 
consciously felt by each individua,l, can near)Jr always 
be awakened and developed. 
In effect, one of the .most essential responsibilities of 
the teacher as he directs young children in musical experiences 
is to awaken within them this 11feel» for rhythm. Newman per-
ti'tlent)Jr draW'S attention to the fact that the derivation of the 
word "rhythm" is from the Greek word "rhein", to flow. It is 
the sense of this flowing .movement that must be incorporated 
into the children's musical development. 
Studies of developmental characteristics reveal that chil-
dren respond to rhythm. first through their bodies before they 
. . . ~ 
sing or play rhythmically. Realization of this led Coleman 
YElizabeth Newman., How to Teach Mysj.c to Children, Carl Fisher, Inc., 
New YOI'k, 1925, p. 3. 
Y,Ibid. 
:J/.qp. cit., pp. 82-98. 
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to instigate dancing earl;r in her program. of musical develop""' 
.ment. She starts with the simplest rb;rtbmic movements and the 
moat elemental forma of dancing and works through to folk dancing, 
which allows for free movements of the entire body within a form. 
Throughout all of her work she emphasizes the children t s having . 
opportunity for original expression through new movements and 
. . . ~ 
nevr combinations of movements. Newman encourages the use of 
folk music: 
Folk songs ·are used because they. • • are the result 
of natural feeling and express the primitive emotions 
in which the great law of rhythm never fails. 
The. writer has chosen -1:io discuss the functioning. and im-
portance of the rhythm band under this area of music creativity 
although it .might well have been presented earlier during the 
discussion of making and_p~ing musical instruments. 
. J. Lillian Vandevere> who has been one of the pioneers 
in this particular field .of musical expression, brought out in 
a recent lecture same of the important advantages of the rhythm 
band. She pointed oUt that one· of the greatest failures. in 
music is lack of rhythm, a problem which the rhythm band attacks 
with unusual success. The children come to feel the rhythm as 
. they, with others, establish it vtith simple ffinstrumentsn. 
Through .the rhythm band they are given an opportunity not 
only to express themselves rhythmically but to take part in the 
y0p. cit., p. 15. 
,YMusic editor with c. c. Birchard and Co. 
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rewarding experience of group effort and co-operation. Value 
can ala o be found in the fact tba t the :t.hythm. band prepares the 
children for future orchestral participation and appreciation. 
As a result of this earzy study they become more aware of the 
moods' feelings' and special effects which can be e:x;pressed 
through carefully considered orchestration. And certainly an 
important contribution .of the t.bytbm band is the fact that 
children find great enjoyment in this mode of express~ on and 
may easizy be encouraged to branch out from this experience to 
other musical_activities. 
c. Creative Singing 
Nat; to be overlooked as an integral part of any creative 
.music program is the area of expression through the voice. Just 
as men through the centuries have displayed their thoughts and 
feelings by the spoken word in poetry and in prose, so have they 
expressed themselves through singing~ Very young children can 
often be heard bumm:l ng and chanting at their play. Even infant 
vocal responses to soft speak:i.ng and singing tones are in a 
sense "singing". 
- y 
Thorn points out an obvious yet important advantage of 
singing as a means of self-expression--the fact that it is always 
at hand. Another benefit wortey of consideration is that it is 
so easily used in correlation with other forms of musical 
1/Alice G. Thorn, Music for Young Children, Charles Scribner's Sons, 
New York, 1929, p. 6. · 
!7 
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expression. Coleman calls attention to the i'act that singing 
and dancing are closely associated in earliest stages of musical 
developm.enli. As children progress musical.ly, rud.irlentary instr-
mental accompanim.enf; is combined with singing. 
The aesthetic value of singing is described by Coleman: 
y 
Singing gives the child an appreciation and enjoyment of 
beauty that involves his mind, body, and feeling, and 
nourishes the power to create beauty, not only in re-
producing songs to others, but in making songs of his own. 
D. Creative Listening 
The writer wishes to elaborate further on the statement 
.made earlier in the chapter that listening can be truly creative. 
21 
Mursell describes the qualities of creative listening; 
Listening can became creative when one finds in it 
both music and oneself--when it becomes a source of 
personal and mu.sioal initiative. 
He illustrates his point by citing the profound effect that 
listening to Beethoven t s symphonies in Paris once had on Wagner 
by revealing himself and his potentialities to him. Mursell 
does not mean to imply by this that listening cannot be creative 
unless there are outward manifestations. On the contrary, a 
listening situation is creative to the extent that the person 
finds ~ue meaning in it through the identification of himself 
with it. 
1/Satis Coleman, op. cit., p. 173. 
~Ibid., p. 174. 
21 Jam.es L. Mursell, Music in American Schools, Silver Burdett Co111pany, 
New York, 194.3, p. 277. 
/:JJaiiJ£:s L. Mursell, loc. cit. 
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Enjoyment and appreciation ~ be the primar.y benefits 
reaped from a.rry creative listening situation, or the effects 
may take on more active aspects of inspiration and direction. 
Through attentive listening and discussion children can dis-
cover the vreyts and how•s of musical interpretation arid ex-
pression. 
It is al.so through extensive listening that they will gain 
a rich background to help them with their ovm composing. y 
Mursell makes the distinction here that the storehouse of 
listening experiences are not for the purpose of reshuffling 
and using in original compositions; they are rather to famil-
iarize the potential composer with ways of musical expression 
to stimulate him to original eff'orts. 
E. Dramatic Play 
Although this particular area is not directly a .musical 
e:x;perience., the writer feels it is important that this area be 
discussed, since marry rich musical activities m~ result from 
or be correlated with dramatic play. This imaginative activity 
might be described as the process of living the experience of 
someone or something else so wholeheartedly that identity of 
self is temporarily lost. 
The wise teacher will realize the natural tendencies of 
young children to engage in high:cy' imaginative play and will 
use this activity in approaching children with music. Even the 
yop. cit._, p. 28.3. 
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very young will respond enthusiastically to dramatizing singing 
games; and as they develop confidence in themselves, they will 
enjoy branching out into their awn interpretations of musicaJ. 
selections. 
F. Creative MusicaJ. Compositions . y 
Mursell describes musical composition as the supreme 
example of personal musical initiative in which the composer's 
very self stands revealed. Although this definition would be 
meaningful in characterizing truly creative compositions, it 
must be brought to the attention of the reader that ~ a 
composition has been wrung from a child in a manner and. in an 
atmosphere least conducive to truly creative work. An ori~ 
piece of music, composed with an air of submission and conformity 
to meet an assignment, for instance, or to ttget in the good 
gracesrr of the teacher, will probab~ not contain much of the 
person's true self in it and could not, therefore, be called a 
particular~ creative endeavor. ?:1 . . 
Pitts describes effective~ the self-propelling aspect 
involved in real creative composition. First, stimuli must be 
employed which will encourage the children to try their own wings 
in creating music. Poetry, dances, or pictures might be used. 
The resulting successful and enjoyable experiences will expand 
and strengthen creative expression. As skills are added which 
jjop. cit., p. 275. 
g(op. cit., chart facing p. 153. 
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will enable them better -&o project their thoughts and feelings~ 
they will continue fearlessly1 curiously~ and enthusiastically 
to find new paths to free and spontaneous, but nevertheless 
controlled, expression. And thus, increasing realization of 
their own creative powers will.further. liberate them for more 
unique, significant, and ref:i.ned modes of expression. 
Before attempting this type of creative endeavor, a teacher 
. y 
might profit from a precaution set forth by Kinscella who 
foresees the possibility. of unfavorable and detrimental attitudes 
on the part of the children if the teacher does not handle the 
program. wisely. She presents this as the principal aim of crea.;.. 
tive workt 
••• never to develop self-conscious little prigs~ 
who prattle about "self-expression", but rather to 
stimulate in each music student a real understanding and 
appreciation of the beauty of music, and to make possible 
a joyful experience in helping to create music which he 
and others may sing or play. 
But Kinscella goes on to emphasize the exceptional value 
to be found in true, spontaneous experiences of composing music: 
Nothing can gain so much respect for music on the 
part of little students as the fact t~1they thelnsel ves have learned how to make it .=t 
More e:x:t;ensive discussion of the six general areas of music 
creativity that have been considered in this chapter will accom-
p~ the suggestions for music activities found in Chapter II. 
i/H .. G. Kinscella and E. M. Tierney, Music in the Small School, 
Teachers College and the University Extension Division University of 
Nebraska~ Lincoln, Nebraska, 1939, pp. 95-96. 
,Y.Ib:id., p. 96. 
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5. The Importance of Music Creativity 
In considering the possibilities of incorporating aQY new technique 
or area of study into his education program, the teacher will be especia.lly 
concerned with the values which will hopefully be gained through this en-
deaver. For this reason, the writer wishes to set forth her own ideas 
and those of specialists in creative music concerning the possible· values 
that can arise from a truly creative approach to music education. The 
hoped-for results might best be seen in the statement .of purpose for this y 
type of musical experience which Pitts gives: 
The purpose of such a curriculum is to provide conditions 
which will give children the opportunity, nurture, room, and 
freedo.m. to fulfill their potential individual capacities to 
become happier and more successful social beings. 
W'ill creative music experiences lead to this intended end? Rugg 
indicates the way in which he believes this development takes place. 
The truly creative act in the school leads to the discovery 
of new powers within one's self and brings about a wide-
spreading sense of release. This leads in tum to new 
flashes of insight, the steady enlargements of attitudes 
of confidence, and the step-by-step obliteration of in-
feriorities. 
2.1 
?:! 
Pitts points out that since the material of music is in its very 
nature immaterial, it releases the human spirit in realms of conte.m.pla-
tion where the creative intelligence can act 11vith "peculiar freedom and 
graceu. 
1fop. cit., p. 40. 
?:/Harold o ... Rugg and Ann Schumaker, op.; cit., pp. 285-286 .. 
..2/0p. cit., p. 74. 
Of particular importance, the writer believes, in considering the 
. y 
value of creative music are the implications involved in Pitts' 
description of musical expression: 
For musical expression is the outcome of boqy, voice, and 
fingers, senses, nerves, and muscles, emotions, imagina-
tion, and mind, all coming together to project persons 
into action that is uniquely moving. 
The very nature of musical expression, in that it calls forth the whole 
of the person in its .manifestation, would lead the vn-iter to emphasize 
its usefulness as an integrating force in the development of the nwholett 
self, which was discussed at the beginning of this chapter. The teacher 
vtho recognizes this intrinsic quality of musical expression will en-
deaver to lead his children into this area in such a way that will allmv 
. them to discover for themselves this rich storehouse through which their 
creative urges and resulting feelings of wholeness can emerge. 
6. Conditions for Creative Expression 
Principles of growth and learning .might indicate for the teacher 
important considerations which could be of help to him as he attempts 
to provide an atmosphere which will be conducive to creative expression. 
It should be pointed out, .first of all, that learning is both per-
sonal and active-that it is a continuous process of growth in some di-· 
rection. . The necessity of personal involvement would emphasize the im-
portance of discovery, inSight, and independent thinking in a creative 
musical experience. Stimulating imaginative thinking in children would 
bring about the necessary element of mental activity which must be present 
1/op. cit., p. 70. 
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y 
in a learning situation. Pitts speaks of children r s exceptional 
ability to employ their imaginations fruitf~; 
Everything, whether present or absent, is a challenge 
to his imaginative fertility: toys and playthings, 
wind and weather, himself and other people, and all 
living creatures are reconstructed in terms of music. 
The fact that the entire organism is involved in all learning--
that he learns not just with his mind, but rather that he learns nan 
over", would lead the teacher to the implication that effective learn-
ing conditions in the area of music _creativity must involve ,iferiences 
in which the whole organism is encouraged to react. Dawson says: 
A rich environment, abundant living, opportunities to see 
and hear and feel and do .many things, encouragement to ex-
press their reactions to such experiences are likely to 
lead to much creative expression. 
Learning is most effective when conditionS and results are meaning-
ful and satisfying. The importance of first-hand impressions, actual 
contacts with the world in which they live, cannot be .m:i.nimized. 
21 ' 
Kinscella wisely points out that a creative experience is much mo:re 
meaningful and satisfying to children when there is an air of spontaneity 
involved. She strongly suggests that teachers strive to create this 
impressi'$n no .matter how ttplannedfl the activity .may in actuality be so 
that children may experience the satisfaction of creative expression 
that u just happenedtt. 
yop. cit., p. 75. 
glop. cit., p. 247 • 
.2/Kins cella and Tierney, op. cit. ; p. 96. 
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.Attention should be drawn, also, to the utilization of children 1 s 
interests in st:i.mulating them in a learning situation. In the area of 
Singing, for example' a teacher can Capitalize on children IS interests 
by selecting songs which express their experiences, moods, and interests. 
This principle would, of course, be essential in every area of creative 
endeavor whether it be interpretive dancing, making or playing instru-
ments, listening, dramatic play, or the actual composition of music. 
And certainly not to be overlooked is the essential condition of 
a warm, accepting atmosphere which would induce children to express their 
thoughts and feelings freely. Without this, careful attention to the 
above principles of growth and learning is next to futile. 
7. Role of the ~eacher in Stimulation 
of Creativity in Children 
The preceding consideration brings the writer to one of the most 
important elements in this discussion of creative music-the role which 
the teacher is to play in this process of releasing and developing crea-
tive potential. 
It cannot be overemphasized how important it is that a teacher 
realize the meaning of the broader use of the word "creativityu so that 
he will not see it as an isolated compartment btrli as something which 
can and should permeate the whole musical program. Too often in the 
public schools today is music education confined to expression through 
group singing only. 
Included in his understanding of a broader interpretation of crea-
tivity must be the teacher's realization that there is creativity within 
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each child, even in the very young, and that it is his responsibility 
to scale creative efforts to the limited and immature abilities of his 
children. These new insights into the creative potentialities within 
. 11 
each child have, as Caswell puts it, n. • • opened a new world of 
child potentialities." He goes on: 
In some respects the difficulty of educating children 
is greatly increased, for this newworld of child develop-
ment requires insights and sensitivities on the part of 
teachers such as the old school never implied. 
Any teacher who is seriously considering the possibility of deepen-
ing and Widening creative experiences for his children .might well be 
confronted with· real doubts concerning the actual nteachabilityrr ot y 
creative expression. Concerning this Mursell contributes that the 
ability of anything to be taught depends upon the degree to which the 
learner puts of himself into it--that learning cannot be forced upon a 
person. Thus, creative teaching amounts to the ''promotion of individual 
and personal initiative. n 
The teacher .must provide a rich stimulating environment for his 
children in which they feel free to react with imaginative and creative 
expression. He .must help them to understand the relationship between 
all forms of creative e.xpression in response to this environm.er.rl; and 
. 21 
the value of such outpourings. Mursell emphasizes that imposition 
of .modes of expression or standards of judgment from the outside defeats 
yHollis L. Caswell, op. cit., pp. 151-152. 
~ursell, Music iii American Schools, Silver Burdett Co., New York, 194.3 • 
.2./Ibid., p. 159. 
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the very act of creation., for it means that the children are seeking to 
express the concepts of others rather than to eJq:Jress their own feelings. 
The teacher can in part provide stimulating conditions by helping 
children to observe-to see and to hear more keenly and discernib~. 
He can, on the other hand, help them to feel more deeply the value of 
silence and quiet th:i.Iiking. He can encourage them to reach down into 
their storehouses of thoughts and feelings and to express them creatively 
through music as they will. He can give them productive guidance by 
praising them where praise is due and encouraging them to other creative 
endeavors. And he can certainly provide opportunities for them to hear 
good .music so that they may learn to understand and appreciate it. 
It is the responsibility of the teacher, in effect, to start with 
the children where they are, in general and .musical maturity, and to 
let them grow according to the:ir own natures. He .must surround them 
with a stimulating, enriching environment; and he .must strive continuously 
to be accepting of the children and their efforts so that they will be 
encouraged by the warm, friendly atmosphere to express more freely, pro-
foundly, and creatively their thoughts and feelings. 
B. The Developing Child 
As the writer indicated previously, it is essential for the teacher 
who is endeavoring to make his teaching more creative to understand not 
o~ the nature of creativity, but also the nature of the maturing child. 
11 
The importance ·of studying-the developing child.- Caswell ex-
presses well the need for insight on the part of the teacher into the 
1fop. cit., p. 160. 
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child1s feelings 1 concerns, and interests, an insight which can be 
deepened through a clearer understanding of his experiences and his 
general development. 
It follows that guidance of children in the realm of the 
creative must involve close, intimate relations of teacher 
and pupil. • .• It must rest on a thorough understanding of 
the experiential background of each child, of his interests 
and concerns, and of his general level of development;. Upon 
these must be built a mutual confidence which encourages the 
child to say to his teacher, without fear of ridicule or 
question, what he feels most deeplr• 
The degree of inliimacy between the teacher and his children will of 
course be influenced by the number of children in the group and the 
amount of rigidi~y in the schedule demanded of the teacher, but even 
under unfavorable conditions the teacher who approaches the situation 
with the intention and desire to understand each child will more success-
fully create an atmosphere which will induce the children to e:x;press 
their thoughts and feelin§S with increasing freedom. 
It is true, of course, that a teacher must keep constantly in mind 
individual differences, which observing each child and examining school 
records concerning his background might reveaJ.; but the writer maintains 
that a teacher can gain great insight into his children by studying the 
behavior traits which are generally characteristic of the various age 
levels. The teacher can in this way become familiar with the norms of 
behavior, which will indicate to him both the behavior which he can ex-
pect to see in his children and also the degree and kind of deviation 
from normal behavior which he may witness in some of his children. 
The value of studying developmental characteristics would be es-
sentially twofold: the teacher would be able to understand and feel with 
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the child more successful.l.y, and he would see more clearly the attitudes. 
and approaches to the child which would be most effective in stimulating 
him to creative endeavor. 
To be .lllOre explicit: a student of child development would realize, 
for exa.mple, that .four-year-olds are especially assertive and tend to 
. . . 
go nou:t;-o.f-bounds 11 with both .mind and .musclese 'In the light of this, 
he would provide for his .four-year-olds frequent opportunities to ex-
. press themselves in imaginative activities which would involve the use 
of large muscles. 
The teacher of five-year-olds would know that most children at this 
age are more interested in their immediate environment than in the world 
o.f magic and fairy tales; and he would make use o.f this fact in approach-
ing the children with activities to stimulate music creativity. 
The teacher of six-year-olds who had studied child development 
traits would realize that at this age children, in the process o.f de-
veloping a "selfff, will be especially eager to "try out u this new self 
through self-expression in .music and in dramatic play. · The teacher 
would provide many opportunities for these children, as they are begin-
ning to see their own emerging personalities, to discover that they are 
capable of expression that is uniquely their own. Since he would under-
stand,. too, that six-year-olds are notably poor at completing an under-
taking, he. would give them added encouragement and assistance in order 
that they might finish a creative endeavor and feel the resulting satis-
faction which would encourage other creative attempts. 
Thus it would seem that the teacher well-acquainted with develop-
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mental characteristics of children would be better equipped to under-
stand and provide for the interests and needs of his children as he 
attempted to lead them into more creative expression in .music. For 
this reason the. writer wishes to devote the next section of this chapter 
to brief descriptions of the general physical development, behavior 
characteristics, and needs of young children •. y 
Characteristics of the developing child.- Gesell points out 
.marked individual differences in interest and ability in .music which 
~relate to a number of factors, .most of which seem to stem from 
different levels of development rather than from innate capacity. This 
indicates the importance of the teacher's being acquainted with the 
lower age level norms--levels at which some of his children lllq be 
functioning. For if he is to help the less musica.l.ly advanced- child to 
find satisfaction in creative musical experiences, he must understand 
the level of his develop.ment_.his interests and abilities-and work with 
him from there. It is with this in .mind that the writer has included 
.musical characteristics of the two and thre~-year-old. It .must be re-
membered throughout the description of the age levels that all develop-
ment is continuous, and that separate, clear-cut stages of development 
are made only to give the student of child development a frame. of ref-
erence for studying groups and individuals in a group. 
y Arnold Gesell and Frances Ilg, Infant and Child iri. the Culture of Today, 
Harper and Brothers., New York, 1943., p. 112. · 
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The Two-Year-old 
At two yeara of age many children will sing phrases o£ songs, 
though usually not on pitch. This age is fond o£ rhythmical equip-
ment, such aa rocky boats, swings, and rocking chairs, and will often 
respond to rhythmical stimulation by bending knees in a bouncing 
.motion, swaying, swinging the arms, nodding the head, and tapping the 
feet. The two-year...;old likes to walk to .music while holding some-
one:f:s hand. 
The Three-Year-old 
Many three~ear-olds will produce whole songs, although usua.l.ly' 
not on pitch. This age will begin matching simple tones and recog-
nizing several melodies, and will show interest in experimenting with 
simple instruments and listening to uncomplicated explanations about 
songs and instruments. Three-year-olds differ greatly in their ability 
to listen and enjoy musical experiences, but .most will enter into 
group activity, especia.ll.y when approached through another child or 
through dramatization. Most children this age will gallop, jump, walk, 
and run in fairly good time to the .music, and enjoy dresaing up in 
costumes for their various rhythmical activities. 
The Four-Year-old 
A. Physical Development 
The £our-year-old t s .motor equipment, including his voice, is 
coming under finer control. He can throw overhand, stand on one 
foot, and cut, paste, and color. I£ his general postural develop-
ment has been favorable, his dancing and hand .m.ove.m.ents are now 
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more natural and graceful.. He is beginning to wash and dress 
himself, lace shoes, and brush his own teeth. 
B. Characteristic Reactions 
11 
The words of Gesell describe aptly some of the most out-
standing characteristics of this age. He cornpa.res it with the 
three-year-old. 
Three has a conforming .mind. Four has a lively mind. 
Three is assentive; Four, assertive ••• he surges ahead 
with bursts of movement and imagination. • • If at times 
he seems somewhat voluble, dogmatic, boastful and bossy, 
it is because he is a blithe amateur swinging into fresh 
fields of self expression. y .. 
Gans points out the unpredictable quality of this age, 
since behavior fluctuates from e:x:t.remes of self-reliance and ami-
. 21 
ability to helplessness and defiance. Gesell describes the 
versatility of Four with the following adjectives: 
~ • • quiet" noisy" calm., assertive' cozy' imperious' 
suggestible, independent 3 social, athletic, artistic, 
literal, fanciful, co-operative, indifferent, inquisi-
tive, forthrigllt, prolix, humorous 3 dogmatic, sill.y, 
competitive. 
Four's interest in words and in talking, and his increasing 
ability to speak fluently, combined with his intense imagination, 
.make him a fabricator, exaggerator, proficient producer of alibis, 
and a con$tant questioner. Dramatic play with a steady stream of 
YGesell and Ilg, op. cit., p. 224. 
2:/Roma. Gans, C. B. Stendler, and Millie .AJ.ntr, Teachins Young Children 
in Nursery· School a Kindergarten, and the Primary Grades, World Book 
Company, New York, 1952, P• 77 • 
.2/Gesell and Ilg, op. cit. 
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dialogue will be employed .frequently by the .four"""Year-old. 
Four is becoming more interested in socialization and will 
at times play well in a small group. Sharp in-groups and out-
groups, which are often drawn at this age, are an indication of 
Four's maturing· understanding o.f a social group<~ 
Although he enjoys gross bodily activity, be is able to sit 
for longer periods o.f time when he is interested in manual a~tivity. 
Four indi~ates active imagination with shifting ideas as he paints. 
There is an increase in verbal explanation accompanying his pic-
tures and he is beginning to be more self-critical. He enjoys 
taking his products home. He indulges in finger paint:lng with 
rhythmical movements which involve fingers, hands, and arms. 
Four enjoys playing with building blocks and will co-operate 
in building in small groups. He likes to combine furniture and 
other equipment for dramatic play and will frequently object to 
destroying what he has made. 
The four-year-old, with his increasing attention span, loves 
to be read to. Because o.f his high interest in pla;ring with words 
and creating stories with silly language, he enjoys especial..:cy" non-
sense rhymes and rhyming poetry. He enjoys the humorous and the 
exaggerated in stories, but is also becoming more interested in 
informational and religious books. 
Increasing voice control is evident in Four with more accuracy 
in pitch and rhythm• A .few can sing entire songs correctly and are 
more responsive in group singing. This age enjoys identifying 
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.melodies. Four likes especial.J.;r to sing alone, play simple singing 
games, and dramatize songs. He will often create songs during pla;r, 
and shows increasing spontaneity in rhythmical interpretation of 
music. He likes to experiment with instruments, especially the 
piano. 
c. Needs of the Four-Year-old 
Since four is an age when the child is beginning to feel and 
test his paver, he must be given frequent opportunity to do so. 
He will enjoy acquiring new tricks such as hopping and skipping. 
Four needs outlets for his imaginative and pb;y'sical ttout-of-
boundstt behavi.or. Dramatic activities and "exploring" excursions 
might be employed for this purpose. He will need opportunities 
to 11let off steam" in gross motor activities. And of great impor-
tance is the need of Four to have plenty of rest to compensate 
for his extremes of activity. 
Four needs the assurance of being accepted and loved and 
desires to have his efforts praised. In general, handling the 
four-7ear-old 1s extremes of behavior demands that a great deal of 
patience be e.mployed. It is necessary to understand when the child 
.must be held down and when he can and should be given increasing 
freedom and responsibility. 
The Five-Year-Old 
A. Pb;y'sical Development 
The five-year-old is beginning to .ba ve good control of his 
body. His legs are lengthening and he is becoming skillful in 
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running, skipping, dancing, climbing, and jumping. There is a 
Jj 
Ufinished perfection and econo.r:ey- of movementrt, as Gesell des-
cribes it. Five is more closely knit than Four, with arms held 
nearer to the body. He uses alternating mechanisms such as riding 
a bicycle requires and is becoming more adept at acts which require 
finer· hand co-ordination. Girls are about a year ahead of boys in 
physical development at this age, which is a period of development 
characterized in general by slow growth. 
B. Characteristic Reactions y 
"Five is an age of conforming, a comfortable age.n Five 
is anxious to do things as they are expected to be done and is 
susceptible to reason and explanation. He will often ask for ad-
vice and permission, in an effort to meet adult standards. He 
enjoys behaving as an adult and responds well to moderate respon-
sibility and freedom. 
Five is more ofa person, more self-contained, than Four. 
He is inclined to take himself quite seriously and be factual and 
literal rather than imaginative. His world is more of a here-and-
now world than a fanciful one involving magic and fairy tales. 
His dramatizations of domestic situations are full of practical 
dialogue with carefully chosen words. 
1/Arnold Gesell and Frances Ilg, The Child From Five to Ten, Harper and 
Brothers,· New York, 1946, p. 72. · · 
gjG. G. Jenkins, Helen Shacter, and W. W. Bauer, These Are Your Children, 
Scott, Foresman and Company, New York, 1949, p. 2 • 
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Five is noisy and vigorous, but there is definite purposive-
ness and direction to his activity. He is very .much interested 
in group activities and is beginning to conform to group standards. 
Although he is learning to take turn~ and respect others• belong-
ings, on the whole his interests are self-centered; and he does 
not often shovr real co-operation w:i. th his peers. He pl~s best 
in s.m.all groups of five or six or with one other child. 
He likes to be read to and especi~ enjqys stories about 
his immediate environment which answer some of' his questions about 
the things that he sees-steam shovels, boats, stores, fire engines. 
He also likes stories in which a.nim.aJ.s act· like people, such as y 
A. A. Milne's Winnie-the-Pooh books. Stories with repetitive 
phrases and action fascinate him, as does the rhythmical swing of 
poetry. 
The five-year-old is very much interested in rhythms and 
songs. He delights in making up his own dances to music and enters 
eagerly into singing and rhythmic games. Many children can carry a 
tune and enjoy picking out simple melodies on the piano. Five en-
joys combinations of words and music that tell a story and will 
sometil®s make up his ovm chants while at play. 
G. Needs of the Five-Year-Qld 
The child at this age needs opportunity for plenty of exercise; 
1/A. A. Milne, Winnie-the-Pooh, E. P. Dutton and Company, New York, 1926, 
159 pp. 
A. A. Milne, The House at Pooh Corner, E. P. Dutton and Company, 
New York, 1928, 178 pp. 
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and he ought to have equipment, such as tricycles, vagons, blocks, 
boxes, and planks, which will be conducive to plarmed and purpose-
fu1 activities. To counteract his active behavior, he must have y 
periods of rest and quiet. Jenldns suggests having times of 
nquiet play" during which children should feel free to move from 
one activity to another, since their attention span is still 
relatively short. Five will often explode from emotional fatigue 
if he is in a group situation for too long a time. 
Five must be given opportunities to take responsibility and 
do things for himself in order to "proven himself and develop his 
own powers; but he .must at the same time feel adult support and 
guidance. His desire to .meet adult standards should be met with 
praise so that he may feel the security of approval and affection. 
The Six-Year-Old , 
A. Physical Development 
At six t.he child has usually lost most of his baby contours. 
Although groWth at this age is slower than in earlier years, still 
he is lengthening out noticeab]y. His legs are growing longer, and 
he is gaining in height and weight. His face, too, is changing in 
contour as his jaw lengthens to .make roo.m for permanent teeth and 
molars. His large muscles are still more advanced than his small 
ones, but there is n~w noticeable demand for fine .motor tasks. 
At this age the child seems to be especial:cy' susceptible to con-
tagious diseases, which Jruzy' be due. in part to changes in the body 
1/Jenldns, Shacter, and Bauer, op. cit., p. 21.· 
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chemistry which are taking place. Six will often corop~,, and 
legitiJDa.tely so, of aching .feet, legs, arms, and neck.· 
B. Characteristic Reactions 
The six-year~old, eager to learn, restless, and exuberant, 
reacts with his whole body. In his delight, he not only laughs, 
but fairly dances. He uses large and small liillSCles to become 
acquainted with his environment. He identifies himself with all 
that happens around· him, and through active participation in 
dramatization he clarifies meanings and relationships for himself. 
Six seems to have the ability to pretend he is almost anything. 11 . 
Gesell describes Six vdth these adjectives: trimpulsive, 
undifferentiated:, volatile, dogmatic, compulsive, and excitable. u 
Six tends to go to extremes of behavior under the slightest stress. 
He will, for instance, laugh and cry, and love and hate almost 
simultaneous:cy-. ,The immediate future may seemtoo much to cope 
with, and emotional outbursts Iil.ey occl.ll:'. Six has great difficulty 
in making up his mind, arid when he finally does, he is rarely 
satisfied. y 
Gesell describes the· emotional state of the six-year-old; 
During the period :from about five-and-a-half to six 
years, the child is in a more or less constant state 
of emotional tension and even ferment. His emotional 
reactions reflect both the state of his organism and 
its sensitiveness to his environment. 
YArnold Gesell and Frances Ilg, The Child From Five to Ten, Harper and 
Brothers, New York, 1946, p. 97. 
,Y.Ibid., p. 108. 
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Outlets for: these tensions are m.ani..fested in leg-swinging, 
wriggling, biting fingernails, picldilg the nose, or repeated 
muscular actions, such as blinking and clearing the throat. 
In his effort to develop his new ttselftt, Six becomes self-:-
assertive, aggressive, and boastful. He wants to be first and is, 
therefore, more competitive and less co-operative than he was at 
five.. The child, during this transitional age from five...;.and-a-
half to six years, is not so well integrated and adjusted as he 
was the year before. He is torn between ,the desire to be and act. 
grown up, and his actual feelings of dependence and inability to 
cope with life alone. 
Of consolation to the concerned parent or teacher is the 
assurance that this period of stress will usua.lly be follovred soon 
by a manifestation of more positive emotions, which will came prob-
. y 
ably at some time during the sixth year. Gesell describes this 
new emotional plateau in this way: 
He seems to feel the beauty of a sunset, the grandeur 
of clouds, and the .~Izy"steriousness of insect sounds in 
the summer twilight. He is said to be angelic at 
times, to be more generous, to be companionable and 
· sympathetic. 
Although this new period is characterized by the more positive 
emotions of joy and love, it must be remembered that his emotional 
forces are still under crude control., 
The six-year-old often starts collecting things. Interest in 
1/.Arnold Gesell and Frances Ilg, The Child From Five to Ten, Harper and 
Brothers, New York, 1946, p. lll. 
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nature and in birds increases. He likes stories about aniiDaJ..s 
and about himself. 
Six enjoys rhythmic activities, especially those which involve 
interpretations and dramatizations. This age will be enthusiastic 
about learning new songs, but . many will still be unable to sing on 
pitch. If Six's .musical development has been handled carefull.y 
and wisely through the years, he will probably consider the music 
period the happiest part of his school d~. 
C. Needs of the Six-Year-Qld 
Six., at this state of emotional tension and flux between child-
like and more adult-like behavior, will need a great deal of support 
and encouragement to help him bridge tbi..s d.i.fficult time. As he 
becomes more social he will need opportunities and help in directing 
his self-assertiveness. It should be remembered that he not only 
wam.s, but needs to be first, to be loved the most, to feel wanted. 
He needs supervision, but not too much interference; and he must 
not be required to make .many decisions. 
He will wilt quickly under criticism and disapproval and will 
become easil;y" discouraged. He can take correction better when it 
does not immediately follow the act; and he will not mind indirect 
accusations so much., such as "How did you break the chair?" 
Six. will need many opportunities to engage in activities in-
volving large muscles., and the use of small .muscles should aleo 
increase slowly. He enjoys working with his bands. Crccy"ons, paints, 
and clay, carpenter's tools and large blocks should be provided. 
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As he is learning more about just who he is and what he can 
do, he needs concrete learning situations in which he may partici-
pate actively. His natural tendency to dramatize should be en-
couraged, since practice at being someone else helps in developing 
full realization of his own sense of ·self. 
Above all, the teacher IIlll.st keep in mind that the six-year-
old, at this time of fluctuation when he himself does not know who 
he is and what he wants, will need a great deal of patience and 
understanding. With careful attention to the needs of each child, 
the teacher will learn to give support and guidance wisely to his 
children as he provides opportunities for them to feel their own 
identity, power, abilities, and worth. 
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C:ij'AP'lER II 
CREATIVE Mt:BIC ACTMTIES 
In attempting to divide the subject of music creativity into six 
areas for the purpose of offering concrete suggestions to ~one who 
wishes to present msic creatively to four, five, and six-year-olds, 
the writer must aclmowledge the realization that the actual JmlSical 
activities cannot be so clearly' defined as were the abstract words used 
to describe the activities in the preceding chapter. 
One would have difficulty-_, for instance, in isolating a music 
activit:r for young children which would consist only 9f the elements 
of dramatic plq. An activity of this type would ~t of necessity 
involve the area of listening., and perhaps singing and r~hmic activity-. 
In like .manner, a creative listening experience would often unfold to 
include rlzythmic or dramatic interpretation of the .material heard. 
Faced with this inevitable overlapping of areas 1 the writer has 
included the suggested activities in this chapter under the section of 
creative lllllSie which seems to be predominant in an activity. The re-
lated areas, however, have been pointed out so that the reader will see 
elear:cy- how the various aspects of creative .lllUSiC supplement one another 
as they' merge in one creative actiVity~ 
. Anyone work:i.ng with children in the field of creative music will 
find that there is not of necessity a direct relationship between chrono-
~ 
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l.ogieal age and musical. growth. A nursery school teacher will find 
some of her children., rich in musioal. background, who are very mature 
in their singing and rhy't#hmic ability. Likewise, a first grade teacher· 
will find many c~dren who are reacting musically on the l.evel of a 
three or f our--year-ol.d. · It would seem, therefore, that attempting 
to suggest the exact age l.evel.s for each activity in this paper would 
. . 
. be futile, since a teacher JJ1USt select appropriate material. according 
to individua1 levels of advancement. 
For this reason the writer has arranged the suggestions under each 
area so that the simplest activities for the most musica.J.l.y immature 
children are followed by suggestions of gradually increasing compl.exitl"'. 
The writer has included onJ¥ a . basic outline of activities 1 which 
an individual teacher must alt.er. according to his situation. The exact 
presentation and the number of times aqy selection would be plqed, for 
example, are left to the discretion of the teacher. 
In order to .make tbis paper as practicable as possible, the writer 
has endeavored to. confine piano s.elections and recordings called for to 
as compact a· source a.s possib1e so that a teacher, · desiri.Dg to a.pp:cy- 8.1'\V 
of' the activities suggested, will be able to obtain the necessa.ey- materials 
with as little effort as possible. Maey- o£ the recordings used are taken· 
. : . ·. . ' .. 
f'ro.m the RCA Victor .Record Librarz For Elernenta.rz Schools. The .majority 
of' piano selections are found in "The First Grade Book,n Our Singing 
World Series, Ginn and Company; and 1iOur First Music,tt A Sing:i.ng School 
Series., c. c. Birchard and CompalJ1'• 
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y 
The 'Writer wishes to extend .thanks to Miss Glady's Pitcher and y 
Miss J. Lilian Vandevere, who so willingly offered their suggestions 
to the writer during the preparation of this paper. Throughout Chap-
ter II the writ~ will incorporate many of the ideas which were gained 
during interviews with Miss Pitcher and Miss Vandevere. 
' I 
i./'if8i1iging Edit~ of c. c. Bircha.:od and Co.rnpany. 
y'Music Editor With C. c. Birchard and Co.mpaeye 
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1. ~ and PJ.aring Musical Instruments 
In discussing this area of .music creativity in Chapter I, it was 
!I 
brought out that Coleman saw as one of its chief values the fact that 
children find creative joy in making_, or discovering, something with a 
voice-something that will talk back .. 
Even very young children .inq share in the satisfaction of dis-
covering for themselves various objects around them which produce dif-
ferent qualities of sound. A baby, for instance, hitting his spoon 
against the ~ottom. of his dish with obvious enjoyment, bas !Ol.Uld a crude, 
but satisfying sound.:..produc~ 1!i.nstrumentn. A three-year-old, known by 
.,_:.. ~· 
the writer, was seen. _r~cen;l:y marching to the rhythmic accmnpanim.ent of 
a resounding .m.etal rack from. her .m.other' s oven.. Chanting rhythmic~, 
"Here I come, here I come, here I go, here I go.,n she marcll$d about the 
house and beat upon her newl:y discovered ttdruJntt in sheer delight. 
A teacher can guide his children in discovering differences in the 
quality and inte;nsity of soUl'lds •. The sin.ging, or ringing, tones obtained 
from. certain objects can be compared with the harsh, more percussiV$ 
sounds found in others-:-loud tones with law, softer ones. Chilch-en can 
be encouraged to experiment with various materials to find ways of pro-
ducing different qualities of sound. Ingenuity in their discoveries 
should be encouraged and lauded, since great :value could come frO.Dl their 
participating in this type of . tM nki ng ~ experimenting. 
ysatis N. Coleman, Creative Music For Children, G. P. Putnam.•s Sons., 
New York, 1922., p. 145. 
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I. Suggestions For Homemade Instruments 
The suggestions given below are divided into four categories of 
instrwnents: (l) resonant-those which produce sounds similar to 
triangles and bells in standard rhythm band equipment; (2) wooden-
those made of woOd which resemble the tonal quality of r}Vthm. sticks 
and tone blocks in the rhythm band; (3) the more percussive-those 
which are akin to cymbals, tambourines, and drUJn$; and (4) .melodic-
those which are capable of producing a .meloctr. The possibilities 
for devising homemade instruments are inexhaustible,. The few sug-
gestions · given in this paper are .meant to serve oJ14r as a starting 
point for new and ingenious inventions· bT· teacher and pupils. 
A,. Resonant Instruments 
All of the instruments suggested in this group, except the 
string of Christmas bells, may be sounded by striking them with 
a pencil or stick,. 
1. Chr:i.$t.mas bells mq be tied together with a string and shaken. 
2,. A steel bell or horseshoe will produce a resounding tone,. 
3. Spoons and tenpenny or twentypenny nails, suspended on strings, 
will have a clear 11 ringing quality. 
4. Brass b0111ls and different lengths of gas pipe will also pro-
duce resonant tones which differ in pitch according to the size 
of the bowl and the length of the pip~. 
B. Wooden Instruments 
1. Two pencils Jl1ay' be hit against each other. 
2. Two 12.:..in.ch pieces of doweling ma:y be· enameled by the children 
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and used as rhythm. sticks .. 
3. Two blocks of wood (or stone) mq be struck against each other. 
4. An empty wooden box may- be hit with a stick to produ.ce a hollow 
sound. 
c. The More Percussive Instruments 
1. An oatmeal box., decorated with crayons or strips of paper, may-
be hung around the neck so that the ttdrum" 1 hartg.i ng horizontal.ly 
at the child's waist, c~ be plqed on both ends at once$ 
2. Crude cymbals can be devised b;y piercing holes in the bottoms 
of two pie tins with equa1 diameters and inserting rope or 
string to .make straps on the back sides of the tins. 
3. Marbles 1 pebbles 1 or other small objects placed in an. enclosed 
wooden box and shaken JDay" serve as a·:t.~ttle. 
4. A pie tin or other similar objects .mq be struck with a mallet 
or stick to give loud, )larsh tones. 
D. Melodic Instruments 
iJ 
1. Simple "hornsu can be made of cardboard tubes, such as those 
that CCIIJle with candles and rolls of paper towel.i.ng. The ends 
may be dipped twice in paraffin to make the .mouthpiece smooth, 
. the name of the child may- be painted on 1t1 and. a coat of 
shellac put over the entire "horn". The children w.Ul. then 
sing into one end the tune which is to·. be ttplqedtt. Racks can 
be made for the inst:r;"'llllents by cutting holes in the bottom of 
!/Alice G. Thorn, Musie For Young Children, Charles Scribner's sons, 
1929, p. 45. 
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a shoe box and turning the box upside down so that the horns 
can be inserted in the openings9 
2. A set of .melodic bells can be devised by partia.l.ly f:D J :i ng 
several glasses with the amollllt of water necessary to produce 
the desired tones. With young children perhaps three glasses, 
playing the first three tones of the scale (do, re, mi) would 
suffice. Tinting the water different colors might help them. 
in distinguishitl.g the pitches. Children will enjoy experi-
menting with changes in pitch as the amounts of water are 
varied. 
II. Use of Homemade Instruments 
Giving children opportunities to discover the various tonal 
colors of their homemade contrivances and encotll'aging them. to use 
. . 
their instrum.ents appropriately for simple rbythlriic accompaniment, 
would provide good preparatory training for later for.mal. rh;ythm. band 
work. At first 1 ver:r si.mple pieces with obvious choices of acco.mpan:i.-
ment should be used. The teacher should urge the children to decid,e 
which of their instruments would best suit a particular selection; 
and their ideas, no matter how inappropriate, should be tried and 
discussed by the group. 
As the children's ability to choose suitable instrurnent;ation in-
creasest the selections presented to them may gradually become longer 
with .more. complex interpretation. The suggestions below are given to 
indicate increasing complexity of material. 
A. "Santa's Coming" ("The First Grade Book,tt Our Sinld..pg World Series, 
Ginn and Company, p. 96. · · 
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Accompaniment of bells strung together would obviouslr 
represent; Santa's sleigh bells • Arr3' other resonant instruments 
suggesting the light 1 tinkl.ing quality- 'o! Santa's sleigh bells 
.might be used. 
B. ''Running Herses" ("Our First Music~" A Singing School Series, 
C. c. Bircba.rd and CompSZ\V, P• 329;. 
The sound o£ the trotting horses could be depicted with pieces 
o£ dowel,ing or with blocks of wood struck together. Deciding upon 
suitable instrumentation would be fairly simple once the children 
know the name of the song and hear the steady r~hmic pattern. 
c. 1'Ringing Bells1' ("The First Grade Book," Our Singing World Series, 
Ginn and Cornpa.ny, -P• 109). .· 
Any instruments resembling the resonant gong o£ a large bell 
would be appropriate to acco.rnpaey this piece. Horseshoes, sus-
pended spoons or nails, brass bawls, and other resonant .metals 
would give this effect.. The children would enjo;r eJq>erimeating 
with their instruments to find the most appropriate one. The 
actual pl.~ of this accompani.IOOnt would be more difficult than 
that called !ol!' in the first two selections, since it would in-
' 
volve playing the instrument only on the appropriate beats. 
D. "Ring_, Ring" ( 11The First Grade Book, tt OUr Sing±§ World Series 1 
Ginn and Comp~, p. 173). 
Here the words would determine the appropriate instrumenta-
tion, since the song describes the activitY' of a rl:zythm. band. 
On the word «1ring11 thl"oughout the selection, any resonant instru-
ment producing sounds similar to those of a triangle could be 
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struck. For 8 tingalingaling", bells could be shaken. On ntapw 
tap tap", sticks of doweling or pencils might be hit against each 
other; and on "ko.oclcy' knock knock", blocks of wood could be struck . 
together;; The children wou1d probabl;r take great interest in de-
ciding Whl:ch instruments would best describe the words of the song. 
This would gi.ve the children their first experience of varied 
instrumentation within one selecti~n. The value of having the 
contrast of resonant and less resonant instlnl~Jl.ents could be brought 
out. 
E. "Pirouette" by Finck (RCA Vict~r Record Library For Elem.entaey 
Schools, Music For Rh.ythm Bands, 45-5077-B). · 
As children improve in their ability to determine suitable 
instrwnental accompMiment for musical selections, they might 
enjoy acc0l11panying an. instrumental recording, which would give · 
prestige to their. simple homemade devices. npirouettetr. would be 
an interesting piece !'or the.in to orchestrate with their crude 
imJtruments because of its untisual rlzytbmic pattern and novelty 
instrumentation. 
Tbe orchestr~tion s~estions found in the front of the album 
on pages :3 and 4 of the "Notes For Teachers" .might be helpful in 
determ1ning the use of hom.eJD8.de inStruments• For example, sinc.e 
tune A, as it has been designated there, is of a lighter quality 
than tune B, the resonant instruments followed by less resonant 
ones mi.ghto be· the most appropriate order to use,. Through careful 
. . 
questioning and d.3,Scussion, the teacher could guide the children 
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in deciding upon the suitability of this order of instrumentation. 
It this selection were too lo~ tor a particular situation, the 
record could logica.ll;r be stopped after tune A had been pla;red 
the second time (A-B-A). 
If chUdren have enjoyed the experiences ot making and plqing their 
own instruments, they will be eager to take part in producing more .finished 
effects with standard rhythm band equipment. In the section on srcreative 
Rhythmic Activities>tr part IV on rhythm band activities will suggest pos-
s~ble selections and discussions which a teacher might use in presenting 
children with the creative aspect of formal rbythm band work. 
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2. Creatiw R!:tytbmic Activities 
I. Free Interpretation and £Uspression 
llaJ::J;r authorities in the field of creative music bring out the 
impo~ance of 8.11olrlng each child to find and express in his own 
particular way' the innate rhythm which is within bim, be£ore he is 
asked to move in the same way and at the s~ time as another cbil.ci. 
. . . . 
They stress the fact that children, when they are free to experiment, 
will then create results which are satisfying to themselves. They 
co.me. in this way to see that they are able to find unique meaning 
and expression through their personal reactions to music. 
In tbinldng along this line, a teacher might pl~ · contrasting 
pieces ·of .music on the piano or victrola and encourage the children, 
through provocative questioning, to e;xpress their individual responses 
· to the JnUSie. 
A. "Wheelbarrow Motive" by c. L. Anderson (RCA Victor Record Library 
For Elementary Schools,· N;vtbmic Activities. For Primar;:r Grades, 
Vol. 1, 45-5002-A) · . . . . 
or . 
UEJ.ephants" ( tto1Jr First ).(usic," A • Singing School Series 3 C. C • 
Birchard ·and ComparJT; P• 268). . · 
Both ha.ve a heavy ponderous quality which 
suggests clumsy movements. 
1. "I wonder what this music will make fOU want to pretend to be • 
. It .may .make you feel like being different kinds of a.rdmalJJ. 
Mqbe some of you won't feel like being an1mals at all.. Mqbe 
the .music. will .make you want to be something very- different. 
Listen careful.l;y to see what the music is going to tell you to 
be. u (The selection. might be played several times.) 
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2. ttLet•s see now how~ different things the .music told.us all 
to .be, It probably told Johnny' to. be something that it didn't 
tell any of the rest of us •. And I wonder what it told Susie 
and ~ and Joan to be. Mqbe it has told each one of us to 
be a different a ort of thing. Let's see." 
3. Discussion folloWing the varied interpretations would efl,courage 
tbe children to further originality of expression. Some ot the 
unique iD,terpretations wou.ld be brought to the attention of the . 
group. The• idea. of music. *'speald.ng" to each child would be 
' ' 
carried throughout the discussion. 
B. "Waltz,u Op. 9a, No. 3, by Schubert (RCA ·victor Record Li.bra:cy. 
For Elementary Schools, .Rhythmic Activities For Primarr Grades, 
Vol. 3, 45-5009-A) . . · . . 
or 
nnancing Doll, •• First Section, ("OUr First· Music, n A S;i,ngi n3 School 
Series, c. C. Birchard and Compaey, p. 21S). 
These··light., lilting waltzes have good 
tempos and clear . beats •. 
1. naere is another piece that has something to say to us. You 
JnUst listen carefully, because it might have so.rnething very 
different to sq to you. n 
2. "Does it tell you to· be the same thing that the last song told 
you to be? · It is telling you something quite different, isn •t 
it? Is it telling you to move taster or slower than you did 
before? Do you think:· this music is telling you to be f;Jomething 
l.arger and heavier than yOu were before or sometbin.g smaller 
· and lighter . in weight? There are lots and lots of things that 
m.ove about quickly and graceful.J.1". Letts see how .mat'ly' ~ferent 
· ldnds · of things we can all be. u 
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3. Evaluating discussion woUld be simi 1 ar to the one suggested 
above. If' a variety of' interpretations are slow in coming, the 
teacher could offer suggestions which might; lead the children 
into new areas of thought. (Dancing doll, butterfly, sunbeams, 
leaves dancing g~ in the wind, various qtdck-f'ooted animals 
romping and playing., and happy children are a few possibilities.) 
c. "March in F" by c. L. Anderson (RCA Victor Record Library For 
Elementa.q. Schools, B.b;ythmic Activities For ~ Grades., Vol. 1, 
45-5002-A) . . 
or 
••Grand Processionaln ( ••our First Music, n ·A Singipg School Series, 
c. c. Birchard and Company., P• 328). · · 
Bolih are spirited marches which have a 
good wal ld ng tempo •. 
1. liThe next piece we will hear almost seems to beg us to get up 
on oar. feet and do something or pretend to be someone or some-
thing. Listen to what it is telling each one of' you to do. 
See if' it doesntt .seem to sq •Get up and do something, get up 
and do something. ttl 
2. 111\Tow let 's see just what it has told you all to do. I wonder 
,. how~ different things it will .make you want to do.,n 
3. After the ch:ilc:1l"en have moved in time to the music, group dis-
cussion could bring o1IG the va.riet7 of ways to keep time to 
the music. Homemade and standard rlzythln band instruments might 
be introduced f' or this purpose. Appropriate dramatic interpre-
tations, such as being a soldier, or marching in a circus parade, 
or being scouts on a hike could be brought out 6 too. 
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II. Direc~ed Rhyyhmic Interpretation of Music 
When a teacher feels that his chUdren are beginning to show 
signs of originality and freedom in their interpretive .movements, he 
might; wish to introduce slow:cy- .more directed activities in which he. 
would guide their thinking into .more accurate int;erpretations of .music .. 
He could apprr.:~ach this study through the element of dramatic interpre-
tations of animsls_, for instance, which will catch the enthusiasm of 
youngsters, and also through direct bocli:cy' :responses to JJlU.Sic (such 
as marching, skipping, hopping, tiptoeing, swqing, and dancing), 
Which seem. to be so much a part of children., 
The first area of mimetic or imitative activ.ity- centers around 
more concrete interpretations of music, which would be especiaJ.l.1' 
valuable with very y-oung children. But even at an ear4" age it is 
important that children begin to think in areas of more abstract 
!I . 
interpretations of the ttfeel'' of .music. This will lead later on 
to deeper understanding and appreciation of music whieh will take them 
far bey-ond the elementary .mimetic int;erpretations of their first 
musical program. 
The proper proportion of these ·two appreaches tc rhythmic inter-
pretatien of music-the concrete .mimetic activities and the more ab-
stract interpretations of reythm and mood-must be decided upon by 
the individual instructor in light of his knortledge of the particular 
group with which he is working. 
jJsee also "Creative Listening Activities," Section IV-o, PP• 99-104 
A~ Dra.mS.tic InterpmatiOn.s ot Animals 
y 
A teacher who is approaching .mimetic. activities in a creative 
way will endeavor to bring out as JnUch ot the qbildren' s personal. 
choice and initiative as possible, both in the interpretation and 
mode of expression. It is with this in mind that the followillg 
activities are suggested: 
1. "The Witch" from Marionettes, by MacDOwell (RCA Victor Record 
Libra.r.r ·For Elementary Schools, Listening Activities For Prim.a.rz 
Grades, Vol. 3, 45-5032-A). · , 
This selection resembles the antics ot a 
large animal (elephant, hippopotamUs, or 
bea.r1 perhaps) with its heavy but pla;y-
ful quality. Children•s imaginations 
can run rampant. 
a. ur wonder if any- of you can guess what kind of an an:i mal 
this music describes. Do you think he is a big fellow or 
a little one?tt 
b. 1'What do you suppose he could be doing? Do you think he is 
lying in the hot sun? Wb;r not?" 
c. "Do you think he is happy or sad? What do you think is 
making him. ha.ppy?tt 
d• "Vlhat other big animals are there that this piece could be 
describing?" 
e. "Let • s pretend we are some of these big animals and. dance 
about the ro0111 the ~ they' might. Listen caret'~ now. n 
2. nScherso" frOlll Symphony No. 3 by Beethoven (RCA Victor Reeerd 
Library For Elementary' Schools, Listening Activities For P;iJparz 
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1/see Virginia B. Whitlock, "Animal Antics," Come and Caper, G. Scbir.m.er (Inc.), 
New Tflork, 1932, pp. 44-60, for .many appropriate selections for piano 
accompaniment. 
Grades, Vol~> 1, 45-5026-A) 
The effect created by this record would 
present a. good contrast to the record, 
"The· Witch,u suggested· above. Here seems 
to be described a small, light-footed 
animal who darts and dances quicic::cy- about~> 
a. nLisi;en to this record to see it you think we might use it 
to pretend we are those big., clumsy animals again. Wlzy" don•t 
you think we coUld? 
b. What sort of anim.al. does this music seem to want us to be? 
What makes you think so?tt 
c" uWha.t other ani:ma'ls do you think of that dart about like 
this?" 
d. ttl)o the animals described in this piece seem to be having 
a good time? Where do you suppose they: are plqing? What 
sorts o£ games might they: plq?" 
e. ••Let •s pretend we a.re those ga:y little creatures romping in 
· the meadow as we listen to the music this time •11 
. . . 
3. "F:cy:tng Birds'' by' c. L .. Anderson (RCA Victor Record Li.brB.17 For' 
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Elem.entar.r ·Schools, IUttthmic Activities For Pr;marz Grades, ,~, 
Vol. 1, 45-5002-.A). . . 
The lilting quality of the rhythmic pattern 
gives one the feeling of f;cying·and gliding. 
a. •'What sort Clt motion does the animal described here ee• to 
.make?. Is he running or does it seem as though he i&. sciaring 
and gliding? H 
b. "What kind of aroma] sears and glides? Can you name some 
dif:ferent kinds of birds?Jt 
c,. "\Vhat does the .music seem to tell your arms to do? Can azw-
one show us a good ~ to be a bird? Can aeyone think of 
another waT/11 
d. nx.et ts all be birds now--dif'ferent kind$ of birds." 
4. "Sparks" by UDszkowski (RCA Victor Record Libra.t7 For Elemeatar,y 
Schools, ~hmic ActiVities: For Pl'ima.rl Grades, Vol. 1 8 
45-5001-A.. . " 
The light 1 .broken r}Othm .might depict 
the daint)" hopping of small birds. 
a. "Here is another song about birds, but they aren't gliding 
and fl.Png in this one. The music tells us the.r are doing 
something else that you have all seen them do. Listen care-
ful.ly to see if you can picture what these little fellorts 
are doing?tt 
b. 1'Wl\Y do you $1lppose they are hopping aroWld? Have you seen 
birds looking for food? Show us how they' de it, Ri.J.l;r. Do 
they keep hopping every minute? W'b1' do they stop?" 
c~ Do you ever hear the birds' feet as they hop? We do hear 
them sq •Peep, peep' sometimes, don•t we? Letts see what 
good birds 'We can be now. Listen careful.q to the music and 
it will .oake you want to be a_ tiey little bird who hops about 
so quickl:y' and lightq." 
;. ttJum.ping" by Gurlitt (ROA Victor Record Library For Elementary 
Schools a .~hmic Activities For Primarf- Grades 1 Vol. 21 4;-;oo6...;A .. · . 
The rlvthmic pattern suggests jumping or. 
leaping motions· which could characterize 
frogs, kangaroos, rabbits, and squirrels, 
for instance. 
a. "Listen to see what; these animals seem to be doing. Do you 
think they are walld.ng lazily through the woods? WlJ1 not;? 
Are they l'Wl1':li.ng "feey fast? wey not?" 
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b. "J)o you think they sound frisq and full of :t;un? 'Why? Will 
q-one show us how they' seem to be playing? Listen, you can 
almost picture hovi they are leaping into the air. 11 
c. "What are some of the animals that jump and frisk about like 
this? There are a lot of them., aren •t there, and you can 
pretend to be a.ey- one of them. If you are a frog, you might 
be jumping from stone to stone in a little brook. If you 
are a kangarG><> or a rabbit, where .might you be? How can you 
look more like a rabbit? Where do you think a squirrel. or 
chipmunk would_ be playing?" 
d. 11Listen now and let the music tell you how to jump and rQJnP . 
as all of these ani mal s .might." 
6 • 0 Bigh Stepping Horeesn by C e L. Anderson (RCA Vict.ott ·Record 
Library For Elementary Schools, Rhythmic Activities For Pri.!na1.7 
Grades, Vol. 1 1 45-5002-B). 
The slow, steaq rhythm seems to denote 
the deliberate -Jllovements of camels 1 bears 1 
inchwormS, and perhaps· elephants, ·although 
there is not a heavy .quality implied in 
the music. · 
a. ''When you hear this .music do you see squirrels and rabbits 
running and hopping quick:cy about? Why n~?u 
b. "Wil.l someone come show us how fast these animaJs are moving?" 
c. 11Can anyone think of aizy" animals that usua.J.ly walk about this 
fast? What other ld.nds? How do circus- horses strut?" 
d. "Let's pretend now that we're all of these different kinds 
of animals. How could someone be a good inchworm? What kind 
of legs do camels have? Do they seem. to bend much? How .rna.ny 
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feet do bears use when they' w~ Sometimes do they stand 
on their bind feet?n 
e. "Wha.t instruments .might ·we use with our high stepping horses?" 
(Triangles and bells on the first beat of each measure, per-
haps, to indicate his jinglj,ng circus ornaments.) 
f. "Listen now for a few .minutes and let the .music tell you to 
be one of ·these atd mals. n 
7. "Gigue in Au by Corelli (RCA Victor Record Library For Elementary 
Scho&ls, R.lty!;hmic Activities For Primary Grades, Vol .. l, 45-
500?-A);, . . . 
This record suggests spirited galloping 
movements e 
a. "Do you think these animals are taking an afternoon nap? 
Why nQt? _ What do they sound &Iii though they are doing?" 
b .. ''When I play the piece again will someone show us how the 
music tells him to gal.l.op?tt 
c. 11Can atl10ne think of e. good way for us to sound like horses 
other than by using our feet?" (Hands clapping knees, with 
tongue and moutb1 with rb;vtbm sticks.) 
d. uLet•s aJ.l·be galloping horses.. Do .we have eowb07S· on our 
backs or are we wUd horses? Each one can be the ld.nd of 
horse he wants to be. u 
s. "Trotting Horse&" (ttThe First Grade Book.;" Oar Singffi,g World 
Series, Ginn and Company, p. 23) .. 
This piece suggests- the stc;~aq rhythmic· 
pattern of trotting horses. In playing, 
the tempo should be sln enough for young 
children to !oll011., 
a. "What are our horses doing nO\T? Have they slowed up a.tW? 
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Are they still galloping?tt 
b. ''Will someone show us how our horses seem to be going nOW?" 
e. "With the mu.sic let's all be the horses now. We have raced 
and gallaped all day 1 and. now we are trotting back to the 
barn." 
9. 1'My Pony" (nTbe First Grade Book," Our Sinsipg World Series, 
Ginn and Company, p. 148) • 
In this song the rhythm changes to 
indicate trotting, high stepping, and 
then galloping horses. This will call . 
for careful listening on the part of 
the children. The piece may· have to 
be broken into sections· at first untU 
the children become more familiar with 
· the changes that occur in the ·rlzythm. 
a. ttTbis horse may fool you when you try to follow him..'' 
b. "Listen and see how he I1JIJ.Y' surprise you.. How do you think 
he is moving in the first part of the song? Does he keep 
trotting? What does he .·do then.? · Then he gets tired of being 
a circus . horse, and what does he do?" 
e. UListen DO'iV and raise your band when you think be bas joined 
the circus. Raise your hand again when he gallops awq.u 
d.. ttwould anyOne like to tey to imitate this ~ horse? 
You•ll have to keep awake, or youtll never be able to keep 
up with all of the different things that he does." 
e. 11Now let's all try to be, this horse together. tt 
B. Interpretations of Rhythm and Mood 
Even .more tban in the area of mimetic interpretations does 
this approach to rhythmic expression bring in an element o£ personal 
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choice. The teacher will have the opportunit,- and the responsi-
bility of getting across to his children the realization that each 
person baG a personal .mental and emotional reaction to music which 
.ID8\V or ~ not result in eJq>ression. A teacher, doubtful of the 
degree of creativity which he sees ill his children's outward ex-
pressions 1 .might bear in mind t}W, criterion for creative action. 
"Creative activity is the recombining of images and tonal ideas 
. . ll 
into forms that seem. new for the child who makes 'bhe.m.. n 
l. "Jaglied" by' Schumann (ROA Victar Record Library For Elementary 
Schools, ~hmic Activities For Primary Grades, Vol. l, 
45-5003-A • 
This piece has an unusual.ly pronounced beat 
and calls forth a. variety of possible 
rbyt;hmic responses, such as slaw waJ..king, 
stamping, jumping, galloping, and skipping. 
a.. "When we. hear this .music we aren •t going to listen to see 
wbat it is telling us to J2.! as we did when we pretended we 
were all sorts of animals. This time we are going to listen 
to hear what .the music is tell.ing us to do. Some music will 
. -
tell us to be quiet or to move slowly; other musie will tell 
us to run or skip or jump or gallop; so.me will srq, •Be 
haPPY''; sOJ'.Ile, •Be sad'. SOJne music will make JohrlnT feel 
like doing one thing and ifar;V like doing something quite 
different. Listen now to see what this music w.ill .make you 
feel like doing.n 
b. •'Will someone show us what the music makes him want to do? 
Y"A Curriculum. Guide For Primary Grade Teachers," Coamonwealth of 
Massachusetts Bullet;in of the Department of Educatian, p. 423. 
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What other wqs of JllOVing does the music tell us ·to t17? 
See it it will tell you a different VfA"1' that no one has 
· showed us 1'6t.. Does it .make your hands want to do som.ething 
as . well as your feet?lf 
c .. ••tetts all listen again and then do whatever the .music makes 
us want to do. Maybe in the middle of the piece we ma:r feel 
like doing samat;hing diff$rent.•• 
2. trNorthern Song" by Schwnaii!l (RCA Victor Record Library For Ele-
.ment8.1'7 Sch()ols, ;awthmic Activities For Pri.Jl;!!n' Grades, Vol. 3, 
45-5008-A) • . . · · . 
The soft, amooth quality qf the .music 
will evoke graceful, flowing bod.il;r re-
sponses, such as swq:ing, dancing, or 
.moving the head slowq from side to side. 
a. "Let t s see what t~ music · has to sq to us. Is it telling 
us to gallop aroimd the room anci shout? Wtw not? How do 
you think it does want us to be?" 
b. "What sort o£ ·quiet things could we do to be like the JD11Sic? 
How could we make our movements see.rn. to flow quiet:cy- with 
it? Perhaps the music will make some of y-ou want to sit very 
still and just listen. u 
c. "What instruments would give us soft, light tones-to go with 
this music?" (1'riangles and perhaps bells.) 
d. The teacher might want to have the children experiment with 
tossing ba.lloona light:Q" into the air and waving streamers 
in time to the .music. 
3 .. "Run, run1 11 f,.-o.m Memories of Childhood by PintG (RCA Victor 
Recard Library Far Elementary Schools~ Listening Activities 
For Pr:l.mary Grades, Vol. ·1, 45-5027-AJ. 
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The light 1 quick movement ot the piece, 
suggesting running, is interrupted in the 
.middle ~ a quiet section., representing an 
organ grinder's music, which could be 
brought to the attentien of the group • 
a. "Listen to this piece all the wrq through to see if it makes 
you feel. like . doing the same thing all the wa:g through. 
Raise your hand when it seems to tell you to do something 
d.ifferent.u 
b. 1•At first what does the music make you want to do? Do you 
feel like m.oving slowly or quicklTl Does it sound like a 
happy sort of seng?" 
c. "Then what does the .music seem to tell you to do? 'W'l\1 do 
you suppose it wants you to slow dam? Besides being tired, 
do you suppose there .might be something that the .music wants 
you to stop and see? What .might; it be?\' 
d. "Then after yotl have bad a good. rest what does the .music s~" 
e. ''What instruments could we use in these different parts?" 
(Rhythm sticks-A; triangles and bells-B; r~bm. sticks-A.) 
4. "March, Little Soldier" from. Memories of Childhood by Pinto 
(RCA Victor Record Library Fo1' Elementary Schools, Listening 
Activities For Prim.aey Grades, Vol. 1, 45-5027-A). 
The tempo is excellent for .marching. 
a. "I wonder if this music wants us to hurry s o.mewhere the way 
our last record did. u 
b. flAre we to walk along lazi]¥ or with gay, spirited steps?" 
c. UW'ill someone show us h01r fast they think we are to waJ.k?tt 
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d. "Which of our instruments migJ:d; we use when we play- this piece?" 
(D:rums, rhythm. sticks, or ot:.h~ instruments depicting a 
marching band.) 
5. 11Tiptoe March'' by c. L. Andersen (RCA Victor Recerd Library Fer 
Elementary Schools, Rhytebmic Activities For Primgr Grades~ 
Volo 11 45-5002-A) • 
The slewer tempo and the softer lighter 
quality of this selection might be com-
pared with "March Little Soldier" in the 
different reactions which they arouse. 
a. "Does this music make ;you want to march along gaily' as our 
last record did? Why n~? Does it .make you want to be quiet 
or noisy1tt 
b. "How can we make a.s little noise as possible? When you move 
abou:b quiet~ so that no one will hear you, what do you do?" 
c. "Listen again to see h~ this piece seems to be sqing, •Shhhl 
Dontt let anyone hear you coming."·' 
d. 8Now let's see if we can all .move about with the music so 
quiet~ that not a soul. will hear us. 11 
eQ "Will we want drums and rhythm sticks again here? Why' not? 
What very quiet instruments might we use?11 {Triangles or bells, 
perhaps~ pla.ved very lightly on the first beat.) 
6. "The Wild Horse.mantt b.r Schumann (RCA Victor Recerd LibraJ.7 For 
EJ.e.rnenta.ry Schools;, Listening Activities For Primary Grades., 
Vol. 2, 45-5028-A). · 
The name is descriptive of the wild 
abandon which charaeterizes the mood 
created here, It might be interesting 
to get the children t s bod.ili reactions 
without the usual discussion beforehand. 
a. "Listen to, this record and if it .rnak'ss you fe·el like moving 
about., get up and do whatever .you feel like doing. n 
b. "Most of you wanted to .move about very fast, didn't you? This 
music didn't tell us to march or tiptoe quietly, did it? It 
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almost seemed. to say, •Get on your horse. We have to get 
there in a hurry. 'n 
7 • The teacher miglxf; wish to introduce the children to the area of 
interpretive dancing, which would come as a natural out;growth 
of their r~hmie interpreta~ion activities. A demonstration 
b.y a professional modern dancer would interest the children 
and induce them. to .make up simple interpretive dances of their 
own. The demonstration would be mest effective it the actions 
were simple enough for the children to interpret. Something 
familiar to the children, such as "The Night Before Ohristmas,o 
would make interpretation easier. The children might enjoy 
maJd ng up rhythmical JJWVem.ents to interpret these nursery reymes, 
all of which are found in "The Golden Song Book, rr Simon and 
Schuster. 
a. "Hey Diddle Diddle" •. ., •••••• ~ ••• p. 40 
b. "Hwnpty Dumpty"•••••••••~······ p • .31 
e. 11 Jack and Jill tt .................. P" 3.3 
d. "~e Little Kittensn.,..u .... p. 14 
S. "Lavender's Blue, rr English Folk Tune· (RCA Victor Record Library 
For Ele.m.entary Schools, Rb.ythmic AetiviM.es For Primary Grades, 
Vol. .31 45-5009-A) 
also found in · 
"Our First .Music," A Si.n!t±as School Series, o. c. Birobard and 
Co.mpany, p • 289. 
"Lavender's Blue11 has been chosen because 
the tempo .is JDDderate and the beat is clear. 
After the cbildren have had a good deal of experience in 
1ll0ving to lDllsie through their r~bmic activities, they might 
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enjoy participating in simple activities si.mila.r to the tra-
ditional folk dances.. At first the teacher would have to tell 
them the exao.t movements which they were to use; but in time, 
i£ they seemed to enjc;r this type of activity, two children or 
even .more, perhaps, who had choaen each other as partners, might 
prepare in private a simple dance of their own to present to 
the other children. This degree ef initiative would probab)¥ 
not be possible with children below the first grade level. 
The following simple steps .mq be used nth "Lavender. s 
Blue": 
a. First six . .measures: Couple stand side by side, holding hands 
high in the air. On the first beat .of every other measure; 
they point right teet out in front of them three times. 
During last two .measures they stamp their feet four times 
and face each other. (The record selection is composed of 
four of these sections.) 
b. During the second section, the children clasp hands over 1ihe1r 
heads to for.m a bridge and let their arms swq from side to 
side in time with the lJlllsic b,- changing direction on the 
first beat of each measure. During the last two measures 
they »go under the bridge'' as though turning themselves in-
side out. 
c. The third section repeats section-one. 
d. In section four they face each otbGJ,t, holding .both:·~ands, 
and rock forward toward each other Dn the right feet and 
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backward on the left with a change in direction on the first 
beat of each measure. The dance could be finished with a: 
courtse;v and bow in the last two .measures. 
I£ the teacher felt tmt this .made _too long a dance, the 
record could be stopped balfwa.,y through or the piano selection 
played on4r twice. It might be advisable 1 also 1 to start learn-
ing the dance with piano e.ccempaniment so tbat the tempo could 
be slorred up as necessa.ry-. 
9. nsld.p to M)" Lou11 (RCA Victor Reeerd Library For FJ.em.entary-
Schools, 8:\pging Games For Prim!n' Grades, 45-5066-B). 
The class 1 with the teaehep ts . guidance, 
might e.n.joy ma.ldng up together their own 
movements to this familiar singing game. 
Virginia Reel .movements, such as those 
suggested below 1 might be used. 
a.. The children stand in two long lines with partners £acing 
each Qther. 
b. Taking two .measures to go toward each other and back again, 
the partners engage in a variet;y- o£ actions when they meet, 
such as bowing, skipping up to each other, taking right hands 
and walld ng around each other, doing the same with left hands, 
c~ The children would enjor th.inking up new actions to go with 
this basic pattern. 
ill. The Use o£ R.b.ythm:ic Interpretations in Dramatic Form. 
A. R1vthmical Dramatization of a Fa.H7 Story 
The children .might want to take some of the interpretationS 
which have been suggested in this section on rhythmic activities, 
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or other selections~ and incorporate them into a short drama about 
elves 1 fairies~ and the world of fantas,- which could tie the .musiea1 
interpretations together. The teacher .might give them ideas to 
get their imaginations active; or if they' did not seem able to 
think up their own narrative, the,- would still enjoy- "acting out" 
to .music a st017 Jnade up b7 the teacher. Throughout such an 
activit,-, the teacher should encourage the children's suggestions 
and urge them to change the stoey as they saw fit. The following 
is a scanty- outline of a possible connecting narrative: 
"Once there were two little children who loved to ride their 
ponies . through the fields and woods near their farm. One da,-
they jumped out of bed, ate their breakfast, and ran to the barn 
to get their ponies. Let 1s pretend we are the little children 
now running to the barn to get our ponies. u 
0Run, Run& tt !rOJil ·Memories of Childhood by Pinto (RCA Victor 
Record Librar.y For Elememtar,r Schools~ Listening Activities 
For Primary Grades, Vol• 1, 45-5027-AJ. 
ttThe,- saddled their ponies qui~, climbed up on their backs, 
and rode o!f through the fields in the direction of a large forest 
in back o! their corn fields., Now as soon as you have saddled 
your ponies and jumped. on their backs, listen for the music that 
will tell you to gallop off through the fields and .meadows. 11 
1•The WUd Horseman" by Schumann (RCA Victor Record Library 
For Elementary Schools, -!tstening Activities For Prima;r 
Grades, Vol., 2" 45-5028-A • · · 
"As the children approached the woods, they beard the sound 
of tiny picks striking against hard rock.. They got off their 
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horses and crept closer and closer to the sound of the picks .n 
trT:lptoes March" by c. L .. Anderson (RCA Victor Record Library 
For Ele.mentarr Schools 1 !f.hmic Activities For Prima.rz; 
Grades, Vol. 1, 45-5002-A • 
"They climbed over a steep little hill, and there on the other 
side they saw hundreds of little elves digging and shoveling and 
carrying heavy loads of stone to build a fa:iey castle for their 
fairy queen. Listen to the little elves busy with their hammers 
and picks." 
"Dance of the Moorish Slaves" from A!S! by Verdi (RCA Victor 
Record Librar.r For Elementary Schools~ Rb.y:Xbmic Activities 
For Primarz Grades 1 Vol. 3, 45-5008-BJ .. 
The chUdren could acco.m.palW the light, 
busy-sounding notes at the beginning. 
with ~trWilents (reythm. sticks, to~ 
blocks, or a homemade device) that woul<l 
.. re~esent haDIIXI.ers.. The clashes of cymbals 
heard in .the record could l"epresent the 
. sound of falling picks. The children 
might interpret the tthammering" part of 
the record as the sound of busy feet, 
hurr,ying to get all of the work done. 
"And listen again while the elves Ca:r:ey' their big loads of stone 
to the !air,t castle. Let •·s ,see if y-ou Can all look as though 
you are carrying verr heavy loads." 
uwheelbarrow Motive" by c. L .. Anderson (RCA Victor Record 
Library For Elementary Schools, !f.bmic Activities For 
Pr:t..aarz. Grades, Vol. 1, 45-5002-A • . 
"Pretty soon the ·chief of the elves whistled on his fingers 
(a child could be selected for this), and moti~ned !or the elves 
to !all into !ine behind him. Their work for t:tat dq was over, 
and ho.rne they .marched, their picks and shovels thrown over their 
shoulders, for a good supper which the fairies were preparing 
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for them..u 
''March in Fn by C.· t. Andersen (RCA Victor Record Library 
For Elementary Schools 1 ~hmic Activities For Primalz 
Grades, Vol. 1., 45-~002-A • · 
"'!'he children quietly followed the elves home, and while 
they were waiting for the litt~e men to finish their supper 1 they 
bid in some nearby bushes and whispered excited:cy' to each other 
about all that they had seen. Pretty soon all of the fairies 
gathered o~ the grass and began dancing around the !airy queen. 11 
tJFairies" from· Scherzo by Schubert (RCA Victor Record Library 
For Ele.mentar,r.· Schools, :F.hmic Activities For frima.l'y 
Grades, Vol. 1, 45-5000-B • . . 
11Su.ddeJll7 the cbil.dren realized that it was getting late, 
and their parents would wonder where they were; so they- ran back 
to their horse$ and gal.l.oped home as fast as they could to tell 
their mother and father about all that they- had seen. 11 (The run-
ning and galloping . records could be pl.qed again.) · · · · 
B. JU!ltbmica.l Dramatisation of House ?J.a.y 
This type of activity would probab)3 .meet with enthusiasm 
fro.m. the Joungsters. who enjOf. so much pla.ving 0houseu. The follow .... 
ing .suggestions a%ld others which a teacher might want to use coul.d 
be connected with a thread of a narrative as it was suggested above, 
or they could be used sepa.ratel;r to accomparv the children's 
various household activitiese 
1. "Valse Serenade" by Poldini (RCA Victor Record Library For 
Elementary Schools, Rhythmic Activities For P£imarr Grades, 
Vol. l, 45-5001-B) .. 
The moderate tempo of this wal.tz could 
accompany .ma.t:l1" rhythmical activities in 
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the house, such as ironing, sweeping, 
and sewing. The pace suggests a slow 
and easy manner o.f working with no 
hurry involved. 
a. "What ld.nd o.f work might we be doing around the house while 
we plq this record?tt 
b. 11Does the music sound as i.f we are in a hurry while we are 
working? 'Wbt not?" 
e. ''Will someone show us how .fast we might be sweeping the 
floor?tt 
2. usparksu by Moszkswsld. (RCA Vietor Record Library For Elementary 
Schools 11 . JUvthmic ·Activities· For Primary Grades, Vol. l, 45-5001-A)o . 
This music represents lighter, busier-
sounding activity in the householdo 
a. ·~t sort of household activities ceuld our .f~ be doing 
here?" 
b. ttAre they in .more of a hurry to get their work done? What 
makes you think se? Why do you think they are hurrying?" 
( Comp~ or picnic, perhaps.) 
c. "Letts all hurry about the house now and get our work done." 
.3. UHush J.ttv Babe" by Rousseau (RCA Victor Recerd. Library For Ele-
mentary .Schools, Listeni..ng Activities For Prima.ry Grades, 
Vol. 1, 45-5024-A). . 
This soothing lullaby could be used 
to a.Cco.mpany Mother's rocking the 
baby to sleep in the quiet evening. 
a. "What do you. think Mother .might be doing in this song?" 
b. "What time of day is it?" 
Co "Listen to the pretty little tune she is singing to her 
baby." {The ch:Udren could easily learn the tune and hum 
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it to their babies as they put them to sleep.) 
4. "March'' by Hollaender (RCA Victor Record Library For Elementary 
Schools, RhYthmic Activities For P@ar.y Grades, Vol, 2, 
45-5004-A). 
The slow, heavy beat could depict the 
laggard laWements of the fami.:cy' when 
theY' are tired out. or sick o:r working. 
a. "Are the people working as fast as they were a few minutes 
ago?" 
b. 11Do you think they are :reeling peppy or are they- worn out 
and sick of working? 'Wey' do you think so?U 
;. The rhythmical sounds o:r household ma.cbineey, such as a washing 
.machine, vacuum eleaner, clock, and toaster could be imitated 
by the Children and incorporated into a drama. 
C. Rb;ythmi.cal Dramatization of Indian Life 
Children never seem to tire. of being Indians. The "Music 
of American.India.ns•• album (RCA Victor Record Library For Ele-
mentary Schools) bas several records to which young children 
.might enjoy .moving. A teacher, guided by the short discussion 
under "Shuffling Feet" (p. 3., "Notes For ·Teachers" in the front 
of the album), .might bring out in discussion the roles o:r the 
Indian women and men in their society. The fcllewing records 
would help to create the moods for the two distinct roles in 
Indian culture: 
"Shuffling Feet" from Suite Primeval by" Sld.lton (RCA Victor 
Record Libra.ry for Elementa.ry SchoolS., Music o:r American 
Indians, 45-5073-B) · · 
and ' . ' ' 
UWar Dancett (Cheyenne) from Suite Primeval by' Sld.lton ·(RCA 
Victor Record Libra.ry for Elementary Schcols., Music o£ 
American Indians, 45-5075-B). · 
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The girls in the class could pretend that they are squaws and 
move with slow, restricted m.ovements to "Shuffling Feet". The 
boys1 as braves, could dance with abandon to UWar Dance11 • These 
dances might lead easily and naturall.y into a short, spontaneous 
drama in which Indian women's and men's work are brought out. 
The two records suggested belcw .might be used for this purpose: 
. . 
"Shawnee Indian· Hunting Dance". by Skilton (RCA Victor Record 
Library For Elementary Schoels 1 Music of American Indians 1 
45-507$-A} . . . 
and . . 
"From an Indian Ledgen frD.m Woodland Sketches by MacDowell; 
RCA. Victor Record Libr,ary For' Elementary" Schools 1 Music 
of .American Indians-, 45-50'74-A) •. 
ttSbawnee Indian Hunting DanceR could accompany the hunting actions 
of the men., and ttFrom an Indian Lodge" could describe the slow 1 
tedious labor in the fields a~ the wo.men plow· and plant under the 
hot sun. other records from. the album .might be used in similar 
fashion by a teacher who wished to have a more extensive drama-
tization of Indian life. A section in "Our First Musictt on ''llusic 
of American Indians" ( f10Ur First Music, tt *- Sin,Q..lm School Series 1 
c. C. Birchard, pp. 122-136) might offer other worthwhile material. 
IV. Creative Rgytbm. Band Activities 
Ma.l:\Y of the activities suggested in other areas of creative 
music Will be helpful and necessary forerunners of .more formal rhyt~ 
band work. Through the various rhythmic activities 1 through informal 
work in reythmic accompa.ni.m.ent with hom.emade instruments and 'With 
the standard rhythm band equipment, and through attentive listening_, 
children will have been helped in gail'ling the nteeln of rhythm., which 
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they must have begun to_ acquire before .formal rbythln band work can 
.most pro.fitab)Jr be used9 
The creative element in this area o.f .musical ·activity does not 
enter in untU the chilqren have had train1 ng in the appropriate uses 
of the various instl'\Uli.6D.ts., or until, as Miss Vandevere put it, they 
have "an a'W8l'eness of distinctions.n Ot:lly' then are they ready' te 
suggest with any accuracy the instrumentation which would best ac-
company a musical selection. 
In constructing the following activities, which stress the 
creative element in rhythm. band work, the writer has assumed that 
the children are already familiar with the instruments and have had 
some directed wo:rk in appropriate instrumentation. The activities 
call for the follow.ing instruments, which Miss Vandevere suggests 
for the younger children: 
bells and triangles....;.the resonant instruments 
rhythm stic~ and tone blocks-the wood instruments 
tambourines 1 cymbals, and drums-the more percussive group 
It is hoped that the types of activities suggested here will 
help to bring about the .main o})jeetive of creative rhythm band work~ 
to d.evelop .musical feeling. Through careful. attention to the intrinsic 
.mood value of the various instrwnent;s and musical selections, children 
will hope.full.y gain an awareness o.f suitable rhythmic accompaniment 
which will bring about a deeper understanding and .feel !or music. 
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A~ trUp on the Housetop" (.,The Fh:st Grade Book, tt Our S:i ntQ ng World 
Series, Ginn and Oompacy, p. 9~). . 
This would be especia.J.4r good to use 
with children in ·working out appropriate 
instrumentation, because it is familiar 
to the cbildren and the story is. conducive 
to rhythmic accompaniment. Bells and 
rhythm sticks or tone blocks cwld. be 
used to represent the sleigh and. prancing 
reindeer. 
1,. "As we are singing this song which ;you all know, let's try to 
figure out what instruments we might use to make the song 
more real,.*' 
2. •rwha.t is haPpening in the first part of our song? What might 
we hear as Sa.b.ta lands on our root? What · instruments would 
sound the most like prancing reindeer? What else .might we 
hear as the sleigh lands? What instrument do we have that 
sounds just like Santa's sleigh belli?" 
.3. •'When Santa jumps out of his sleigh and lands on the roof 1 
what instrument could we use to make a loud thud?" (The tone 
block or drUm would probabJ.r'. be most effective, but other 
suggestions of the children should. be tried and accepted unless 
the resOJ].Ult instruments are named.. In tmt case, discussion 
of the tonal color o! these instruments might be indicated.) 
·. 4. f'When Santa c am.es down the chimney, does he .make a lot of noise 
or does he come ·quietly? How can we show with our instruments 
how quietq he comes?'' (Cymbals and. tambourines cou1d be pla;red 
very softJ.:" to indicate quiet rustling of clothes and toy pack .. ) 
;. "Does the 'Ho, ho, ho' line show that people feel a certain way 
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about Christmas? When peopl.e are happy anc1 gay are they apt 
to be qldet or noisy? Do we want this line 3 then, to be a 
quiet or a AOisy line? How can we make it very, veey noisy?" 
(Full orchestra could be used.} 
6. UAt the end. of our song, what do you think Santa is ~oing after 
he has filled all of the stockings? How .can we show that Santa 
and his re~deer are leaving the rooftop?" 
B. UEJ.fin Dancen (liThe First· Grade Book, tt Our Sing;tpg World Series, 
Ginn and Ce.rnpa.ey, P• 82.) . · 
This spirited piece is ·composed of two . 
sections, the first of which· consists · 
of a high-voiced mel.odT which represents 
an elfin dance. In the second section, 
the strings take the low .... voiced ~neloe\r 
to describe ~sterious goblins that make 
loud noises. This brief account could be 
told to the children before playing the 
piece to help them in their liste.niilg. 
1. "Listen C&l"efully to this piece now to see if you hear &01' 
different kinds of music in it. Does it all sound a.J.ike, or 
is one part light and another part heavy and .mrsteri0US? Raise 
your hand when you think it sounds like a different kind ot 
.music ... uwhen you think it seems to be telling us about a new 
thing or trying to make us feel a new wq. n 
2. •How does the music start out? And then, when you raised your 
hand, what happened to the .music? How did it .make )"OU feel 
when those low, heavy notes carne in? What lllY'sterious thing 
do you think the music might have been describing?" 
3. "What instruments could \te us~ to show the light, dance-like 
music at the beginning of the· piece? · If it is a little dance 
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that tin;r elves are doing, what instruments would describe 
their footsteps? Will we play the sticks or blocks loudl.y or 
softly? What other instrument might shOW' that they are dainty 
little elves dancing?tt · (The tria.n&].e .might be most appropriate, 
but other instrwnents 1 . except the drum, would be acceptable if 
play-eel very lightq") 
4. •'What can we do to shQVI how different the IqSterious .music part 
is? Will it be louder or s otter? What instrument will be es-
pecially good to shovi low, heavy .rnusic?tt (The drum. should 
certainly be used, but if the children wanted to add wooden 
instruments or the tambourine, it would be per.missible. If 
they suggest the cymbals, it might be brought out tba.t cymbals 
would get tires01ne through the whole section and might be used 
to better advantage at the very loud parts to scare evecyone.) 
c. "Shadows" (nThe First Grade Book,n Our S:!=nging World Series, 
Ginn and Compa.ey-, p. 174). 
· This piece is especially good to show 
contrasts in music and appropt:iate . 
instrumentation. The first eight measures 
are high in pitch and short and light in 
movement. A wood instrument and a resonant 
one together (:t"hythm sticks ·and triangles, . 
preferably) would probably be most suitable 
in this section. They would be played 
lightly. The second section, compased of 
i'u.ll chords that cover a two and three 
octave spread, would call for a full 
orchestra.. 
1. "Listen to see if you can hear aey different kinds of music 
in this piece.. If you do notice that there are high and low 
parts or loud and soft parts, you can be deciding what instru-
ments might go with each sectiono tt_ 
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2. •'What instruments could we have during the first light section? 
What other instrumeDts besides the triangle and bells sound 
rather light and dainty .it we don't have too maz:w of them?" 
.3. 11And then carne that big booming section that was so loud and 
big. How can we show that it was such a loud part? How do 
you think you would like a piece that was all that loud? Wb1' 
do you think it is nice to have different kinds of music in 
the same song? Do you think the man who wrote this music 
thougb:t of that? H01r do you think the song would have sounded 
if the heavy, loud part had been first and the soft_, light 
part had ended the piece? Let 1 s try-:·playing it that wrq to 
see how we like it. 11 (This could be compared to the climax 
in books and stories o) 
D. The children might enjo:r making up a· short. pla;r involving the clocks 
in a clock store.· Tone blocks could represent the .ticking of the 
large clocks; rhythm sticks 1 the s.mal.l ones. ~ could strike 
the hour and triangles could depict the music box. In working the 
drama out with the children, the teacher should encourage the 
children to decide upon the instrumentation. 
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.3. Creative S:in¢-M 
"The singing of a song must be an enjoyable experience into which 
' .' ' ' }/ 
the chi.ld projects himself With his whole heart •••• u This statement 
by Mursell would, in effect., be the essence of any teacher's tbinld.ng 
who wished ta make singing a memorable and creative e:xper:i.ence for his 
children. The problem of just how· this .might be accomplished immediately 
comes to the fore. 
I. Criteria For Creative S;f..n.dpg 
It would seem., first of all, that if children are to enjoy an 
experience and put their whole heart;s into it, it mst be an ex-
perience which has meaning for them. It Jttu.st deal with so.metb:i.ng 
tbat is within the :range of their experiences and interests, thoughts, 
and feelings, so tat it will '".make sense*' to them. The subject matter 
of songs and the way in which the subject is handled by a composer 
will be of great imporlance in choosing songs that have m.eaning for 
young children. A small boy, for instance, who has dedicated his 
life to the task of figbt;ing fires, will find a great deal of meaning 
in singing about a fireman; just as a little girl, who spends much 
of her time imitating the actions of a .mot;her, will find sing:i..tlg a 
lullaby to her doll a significant ex_perience, 
Then., too, if children are to enter into a singing activity joy-
£~ and wholehea.rtedl;r, that activity must have purpose for them. 
y James L. Mursell, Music in American Schools, SUver Burdett Company, 
New York, 194.3, p. 285. · 
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'l'her .must begin to realize that ·singing, as other forms of .music 
oreati veness, is a. "WEf3' of interpreting and expressing the thoughts 
and feelings which another person has had about people and animals, 
about events in everyday living and in nature, about the world of 
• 
rt.make believe"~ They .must have a desire to sing a song in such a 
wq that the COII1.POser 's thoughts and _feelings JnaY' be expressed through 
them for the sake of their own personal. satisfaction, or for the pur-
pose of conve)'irlg these impressions to Other people. 
n .. Awroaches to Creative Sing:ing 
The few suggestions given below are submitted for the purpose 
of indicating briefly the .manner of questioning and discussion that 
would hopefully encourage this type of interpretive th:inldng and 
singing in children. 
A. "Business-Like Bee" (ttOur First :Music,•• A Singing School Series, 
c .. c. Birchard and Compat\V, p. 310). 
The hum of the bee is represented in the 
.music by a steady' rl71thmic throb in the 
left hand. The words depict him vlith 
almost two .measures of bumming.. The 
general quality of the .music is light 
and airy to denote the activity and 
general characteristics of the bee. 
l. •'What is the song telling us that the bee does?" 
2. ••How do bees move about? What kind of noise do they make?•• 
3 .. "How does the music sound like a bee? How do the words sound 
like a bee?" 
4. "How do you think we should sing this song to show it is about 
something small that .moves about quiokl.Jr? Will we sing it 
heavily or lightly?" 
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B. ttThe Friendly Cop" ("Our First Music," A Singip.g School Series, 
c. C. Birchard and Co.mpan;r, p. 73) • 
This song swings along gaily as it 
describes the friendly cop and his 
activity. 
1. "How does the person in this song feel about the cop? Hovr do 
you t~ he wants us to feel?" 
2. "How does the cop direct trat.fic? Does the person in. the song 
obey him?" 
3. "Does the .lllUSic sound as though it is describing something 
pleasant? Whai makes you think so?" 
4. "How can we sing this song to show that we are singing about 
something pleasant?" 
c. "At the Grocery Shop" ( 00ur First MwJic,u A Singing School Series, 
C. C. Bircbat"d and, Company-, p. 53) • 
This song, with its skipping rhythm., 
starts off 11Hippity hep to the· greeery 
shoptt and then continues to na..me 
several things 1 including candy, that 
will be purchased there. 
1~ 1'Wbat is the person in this song doing? How is he going to 
the grocery shop?" 
2. "What is he buying there? What do you think he likes b~ 
the best? How JD&1lY o.f you have gone to the grocery store? 
Have you ever bought candy when you have gone?u 
3. "Do you. think he is happy about going to the grocery store? 
How can you tell? How do the words tell you.? How does the 
.music tell you?" 
4• "Will someone show us how this person might; have looked on the 
way to the grocery store? How would he have looked on the wa;y 
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home?tt 
5. ntet•s sing the song now just the way he .tnUSt have felt as he 
was skipping aJ.ong to the grocery store. n 
D. "Drifting Snow" ("Our First Music," A Singing SchooJ. Series, 
c. c. Birchard and Com~, p. 241). -
So:f't, full chords depict gently falling 
snow. It might be interesting to plq 
onl.y the music at first to s.ee wha.t kin~ 
of snow the children think i't is describing. 
They would then see that both the words 
and the music are designed to create the 
same mental. picture. 
1. 11What ld.xld of a snowy day do you think this song is describing? 
Do you think the snow is cor.ning down sottl;r and quiet~, or do 
you think it is co.mi.ng in driving sheets? How can you tell?tt 
2• "Listen to the words now to see if they' are tell.:ing us about 
the same kind of d8\Y. u 
3. "How can we sing it' so that it will sound like soft, fluffy snow?" 
E. JtPJ.qing Bear•• (ttOUr First Music,tt A Si.gging School. Series, c. c. 
Birchard and Co.~~~.paey, p • .321) • · -
This piece, with its slow, deliberate 
tempo denoting the movements of a bear, 
is written in the minor mode to convey 
an air of nwsterious "make believeu. 
1. "What. is this child pretending to be? Does the music sound as 
though he is a big, heavy animal or a small, light-weight one?" 
2. liWhere is his cave? What is he going to take with him. when he 
pretends to crawl through the woods?" 
.3. nvoes the music sound light and gay or heavy and Jey"Sterious? 
Do you think-the bear might be planning to sneak up and frighten 
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·someone? Listen to the .music again to see if you think so.u 
4. "How can we sing this song to show that it is about a big, 
sloW-moving bear who might be sneaking up on someone?Jt 
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4. Creative Listening Activities 
As the writer indicated in Cfhapter I, a mU:Sical situation is 
creative to the extent that the person involved puts of himself into 
it. It would seem, therefore, that the aim of a teacher would be, in 
part, to make a listening situation intelligible to the children so 
that they could respond. Then, too, if a listening situation were made 
interesting as well as .meaningful for the children, they would more 
readi~ become a part of the experience. 
With this general aim in mind, the writer has tried to create 
listening experiences and corresponding discussions which will be on 
the level of interest and ability of' small children so that music will 
begin to be a familiar ttla.ngu.a.ge" rather than a Uforeign tongue". The 
writer wishes to stress once again that details for presenting each 
activity must be supplied by the teacher in light of his situation. 
I. Quiet Listening 
If children are to develop a deepening love and appreciation 
for .music, which would certa~ be an aim of any creative approach 
to music, they .must have many opportunities to be with music and 
quiet~ enjoy it. There must be times when music is listened to with 
no thought of analysis through questioning and discussion. During 
those periods .music must be allowed to speak for itself. Suggested 
below are several selections which might be used for quiet listening. 
A. 11Waltz in A Flatu by Brahms (RCA Victor Record Library For 
Elementar.y Schools, Listening Activities For Pr~ Grades, 
Vol. 2, 45-5029-A; 
also found in 
11The First Grade Book, tt our Singing World Series, Ginn and 
Company, p. ll. 
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B. ttAn.dante Spianato in E Flat~ u Op. 22, by Chopin (RCA Victor 11-
9046-A). . 
C. 1'Emperor Waltzn by J. Stra'Uss (Columbia M4Bl-6). 
D. uTo a Water I.i.JJrn from Woodland Sketches by MacDowell (RCA Victor 
Record Library For Elementary Schools, Listening Activities For 
Primary Grades, Vol. ,3, 45-5032~B). . · 
E. usymphony No. 6, u Op. 6B, First Movement, by Beethoven (RCA Victor 
16472-A; · · · · . 
also found in 
nour First Music,n A Singing School Series, c. c. Birchard and 
Company, p. 154. · 
F. ••Consolation" by Mendelssohn ( 1'0Ur First Music," A Singing School 
Series, C. C. Birchard and Company, p. 9B) • 
G. ttPrelude in A,n Op. 2B,. No. 7, by Chopin (ttOUr First Music,u 
A Singing School Series; C. c. Birchard and Company, p. 10). 
H. ttVesper Hymn," Russian Air (ttOur First Music,u A Singing School 
Series, C. C • Birchard and Company, p ~ ·62) • . 
I •. nJesu, Joy of Man's Desiringtt by Bach (RCA Victor 12-0206-B). 
II. Listening to Sounds 
Many sounds in nature and in the man-made world escape the ears 
of human beings, because they havenot been properly trained to listen. 
If children are to develop musically, their ears must be 11 openedtt so 
that they will possess the ability to listen attentively to music. 
A. Careful Listening 
A teacher who is endeavoring to guide his children in .more atten-
tive listening can help the.m to find joy and adventure in dis-
. . 
covering ne'Vt sounds about them that they have never heard before. 
1. Through taking the class for a walk and discussing the sounds 
heard, a teacher might arouse interest in the children and 
assist them in careful listening. The following brief suggestions 
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would indicate the type of direction which might successfull.;r 
be employed: 
a. Listening for quiet and noisy sounds. (The children could 
raise their hands when they hear a new sound, and a list 
could be kept by the teacher.) 
b. Listening for sounds in nature. (Bird calls, animal and in-
sect noises, wind whistling in the trees, crackling of dr,y 
sticks and leaves, human voices. Other sounds not heard, 
such as crunching snow and pattering rain, could be brought 
out.) 
c. Listening for sounds in .m.a.n•s world. (Car horns, airplanes, 
engines' screeching. brakes, electric drills, hammers, and 
other tools. Sounds besides those heard on the walk, such 
as washing fllachine~;~, vacuum cleaners, rattling keys, and 
scratching pencils could be named, too.) 
d. Strild.ng . surfaces of. metals, rock, wood, and earth and 
noticing the different tones. 
2. The sounds heard or discussed on the walk could be imitated and 
dramatized by the children. to . make them. .more interesting and 
meaningful. 
3. The children might be encouraged to listen for new sounds each 
day-loud and soft sounds, natural and man.;..made ones, sounds 
of the city and those of the country. A list kept by the teacher 
would heighten enthusiasm •• 
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B. Analysis of Sounds 
The composition of sounds and the effects v1hich sounds have upon 
men mig.h:l:; be developed simpl;y". 
1 • .Rhythm in sound could be· brought to the .attention of the chil-
dren. 
a. Rhythmical sounds. in nature and in man r s world could be 
discussed. 
b. The children would enjoy imitating these sounds, which they 
might do in the form of a guessing game. 
c. The rhythmic patterns of the children's names could be ex-
pressed through clapp~, dancing, and singing. As examples t 
Bil:cy' Jones-4/4 time Billy-2/4 time 
Marilyn Mack-6/8 time Marilyn--3/4 time 
2. The thoug.h:l:;s and feelings which various sounds arouse might be 
discussed. 
a. Pleasant and unpleasant-sounding noises. 
b. Sounds that make the children happy and unhappy. 
c. Sounds that remind individuals of some experience in their 
lives. (The children might enjoy telling the group about 
sounds Vlhich they associate with some personal experience.) 
III. Listening to Sounds in Music 
A teacher .can help his children to realize that they must utune 
their ears in11 to music so that they will not miss a great deal as 
they did with the sounds of the world about them. In approaching 
children with music for the purpose of attentive listening, a teacher 
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should select brief, interesting pieces to suit the short attention 
span of his youngsters and to ensure enthusiastic response to music., 
It is hoped that the activities suggested below will catch and hold 
the interest of young.children. 
A, 11Toy Symphony" by Haydn (RCA Victor Record Library For Elementary 
Schools, Listening Activities For Pr;mary Grades, Vol, 3, 
45-5034-A) • · · 
The story behind the nToy Symphony,tt found in the 
albwn on page 3 of the 11Notes for Teachers", vrould 
help to make the record more meaningful for the 
children. 
1. The teacher could tell them the story brief:cy- and simp:cy-. 
2., 11Let ts listen to the record now to see if your mnv listening 
ears can hear some of these funny instrwnents that Mr. Haydn 
used. I wonder if you will be as good at hearing musical 
sounds as you were at hearing all of those sounds on our walk 
the other day. You'll have to listen hard, because the toy 
instrwnents Will be hidden in the music with all of the real 
instruments , n 
3. The teacher might have :them raise their hands when they hear 
a certain instru.rrient vthich she has designated. 
4. Hearing this ~cord might give them new ideas for 11band instru-
mentstt which they could make or find at home. This activity. 
might work in well with their rhythm band lvork. 
B. ''My Cuckoo Clock ( 110ur First Music, tr A Singing School Series, 
c. c. Birchard and Company, p., 79). 
A thread of a narrative goes through this song 
and cuckoo calls. 'l'he children will think it 
is fun listening and counting the cuckoos. 
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c. HA What and When Puzzlen(nour First Music," A Singing School 
Series, c. C. Birchard and Comp~, p. 32). 
Through careful listening the children are to 
figure out first, that it is a clock store and 
second, that the clock is striking 3 otclock. 
1. "This time you are really going to have to be good listening 
detectives. The music is telling you a secret which you must 
find out by listenmg very hard. See if you can discover what 
kind of a store the music is telling you about." 
2. 1~lhat makes you think it is a clock store? Listen again and 
raise your hands when you hear the music sounding like the 
ticking of a clock.n 
3 .. 111isten again very care;f'ully novr. I want to see how llla.I'JY of 
you are good enough listeners to discover what time it is in 
the song. Raise your hands when you think you knm•r the answer.tt 
4. The teacher could bring out that music is telling us something 
with musical sounds rather than with spoken words. This might 
lead to a discussion of ~ther vmys of telling someone about 
clocks without using words, such as pantomime, tapping a hard 
surface, and using the tongue and mouth to make ticking noises. 
D. 11The Fairy Piper Plays" ("Our First Music,u A Singing School Series, 
C. C. Birchard and Company, p. 11). . 
A little more careful discrimination is needed here 
to distinguish the piping of the fairy piper. Be-
sides having the element ·of imitation in it, this 
selection establishes a quiet mood suited to wood-
lands. . 
1. A teacher might use an introductory narrative similar to the 
one suggested in the book. 
2. 11Music is telling us something again -vvith its own language. 
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You will discover lCI,ter_ on that music has many different ways 
to tell us about things, but here it is imitating something 
again. It isnrt sounding like a clock this time; it is sound-
ing like a fairy playing a little song on his pipe. Listen to 
the pi~ce all the way through first, and then we will try to 
find the little piper's song.tt 
IV. Listening For More Complex Interpretation of Music 
When a teacher feels that his children are beginning to grasp a 
basic understanding of this new language of musical tones, he might 
take them on into new areas of more complex interpretations. The 
children might be introduced to music that describes animals and 
people, and events in nature and in mants world and, fina.lly, to 
music that expresses feelings and moods. 
Much Yafiety of opinion is to be expected in discussions of more 
abstract interpretationS. It is important for a teacher, in respecting 
the differ~ opinions, to guide children's thoughts without forcing 
his mm ideaS upon them. 
A. Music Describes Animals and People 
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Small, light-footed animals an(l large, slow-moving ones, the gallop 
of horses and the chatter of human voices can all be depicted through 
the mediUm of music. 
1. ttA Conversationn ("Our First Music,n A Singing School Series, 
C. C •. Birchard and COlilpa.ny, p. 32) • 
Alternating measures, played first in the treble 
clef and then in the bass, indicate a ·high and low 
voice in conversation. 
a. none_ dq Mrs$ Brown bought a pretty hat which cost a great 
deal of .m.oney-4 She wondered a little bit what Mr. Brown 
would think of her spending so .much .money. '!'hat night at 
dinner she told bim about; her new e~ensive hat. Listen 
to this little song now to see if you can hear Mrs. Brown 
telling Mr. Brcmn about the hat; and perhaps you will be 
able to hear :Mr. Brown .,¢ng something back to her." 
b. "Who was talking first in the song? How did you know it 
was Mrs. Brown?. How could you tell Mr. Brown's voice? 
What is the music doing in order to tell us who is t.alldng?tt 
2~ nscherzott from S:v!Pholl.Y No. 3 by Beethoven {RCA Victor Record 
Library for Elements:ey Schools, Li.Steping Activities For 
Pr.iJnarr Grades, Vol. l, 45•5026-A). 
or 
"Come, Follow Metr ·("The First Grade Book, OUr Singi..pg World 
Series, Ginn and Co.mpat\V, p. l.a7). 
The light, airy quality of these pieces would 
c.ha.racte:rize a small, active creature such as 
a squirrel, rabbit, or mouse. 
a9 "Listen now with your new •hearing' ears to see i£ :you think 
this music is describing a big, heav,y thing or a smal1 1 
light-weight thing. wey?tr 
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b. ''What sort of a.n~maJ .might this music describe? 'V~Mt other 
ones? What is there that is alike about all of these an:fmaJs?" 
c. "Would someone like to show us how one of these animals 
.moves about?" 
3. "Wheelbarrow Motive 11 b;y c. L. Anderson (RCA Victor Record 
Library For Elementary. Schools, R.ltv!ihmic Activities For Pri.ma.rz 
Grades, Vol. l, 45-5002-A) 
or 
11The Strong Man11 ("The First Grade Book.," Our Sins±M World 
Series, Ginn and Co.mp~ 1 p. ) • 
These seleetions with th slow tempo and 
heav;r quality .might re sent the movements, · 
of an elephant or bippop amus or perhaps 
a bear. 
a. •'Do you think this record escribes a heavy, slw-moving 
animal or a quick.little f: llow who darts about as ,he did 
in the last piece? What there about the music that makes 
you t.b:ixik ot a big, heavy ~L.IUC:li.L.?" 
b. •'What animals can you t. of that move about like this?" 
c. "Would &1\Y'One like to sh us how one ot these animals walks?" 
4. "The Wild Horse.ttJt:Uln by' Sch""'.J.Ii:\.IJ.U (RCA Vi¢or Record Libraq For 
Elementary Schools, Listenin Activities For Pr Grades, 
Vol. 2, 45-5028-A) 
or 
"Galloping» ( 111'he First Grad 
Ginn and Com.pal'V., P• 22). 
Book," 0t.tr Sinqine World SeriN, 
The galloping m.of;ions o 
resented in the rbytbm:l. 
a horse al'e ·rep-
pattern. 
a. "What ld.nd. of an animal d you tbinf this music is telling 
us about? W1:zy' do you t 
b. "How fast do you think he is going? Is he tt"otting along 
slowly or is he going pre t)" :fast?" 
c. "When we play the music ain, will so.meone show u.& how ta.st 
the horse is galloping?" 
;. nl)warfstJ by' Reiab.eld (RCA V ctor Record Libraey For Elementaey··· .. · · 
Schools, hmic Acti tie For Grades, Vol. 1, 45-500D-A) 
or 
"Elephants" ("OUr First Mus c,tt A Si.ngip.& School Series, c. c. 
Birchard a.ncl CoJ:Dpal).y, p. 26 ) • · 
.and ' 
Both selections have a heav.y:, Jey"Sterious quality 
which could .depict el.e ha.nts, bippopota.muses, 
camels 1 and· perhaps th steal.tey movements . o.r 
lions and tigers • 
"Gavotte" by Popper (RCA Vi or Record Library- for Elementaey 
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Schools, Listening Activi~ies For Primar.'r Grades, Vol. 11 
45-5026-A) · 
' or 
"Birds in the Woods" ( 11The F st Grade Book," OUr Singj,ng World 
Series.~ Ginn and Compa.J:\V, p. :;a). . 
The quick, light movemen: s of these two 
selections .might; repres t the activities 
Qf small. animals, such rabbits, squirrels.; 
and birds. 
a. "Listen carefully while I a:y two pieces of .music. I want 
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to see if you can figure t which music is describing squirrels 
and l;"a.bbits romping and p in the woods." 
b. UWhat is there about the econd. piece that makes you think 
of little animals ~~nning a.bou& quickl1? lhat other animals 
might it be describing? m someone show us how these 
an:i mal s jump and plq?" 
c. ttLetts listen again to tb other piece now and see if we can 
picture the animals that his .music might describe." (Xhe 
teacher migh:t; lead. the c 
slow-moving, heav.y elemen s that the music might; be describing, 
such as men lifting hea; loads, pnl 1 i ng and shoving, or. cara-
vans of covered wagons m slow:cy- across the plain.) 
6. Rhythmic interpretations of found in the section on 
ncreative lil:zytbmic Activiti s" could be used here as further 
examples. 
B. Music Describes. ents in Nat e and in Man•s World 
Conditions of weather, the lov: ss of nature, contrasts in seasons 
and times of dq, and di.ffere modes of living in city and countr.r 
can all be depicted through th medium of .music .. 
1. lfRa:ii,.n (ttSing a Song," The World of Music Series, G:i.nn and 
COJDPSI\Y, -P• 32) • 
· This song is .plqed ligbtl3" to connote 
patter of raindrops. 
a. ''What do you think is hawening outside in this song? What 
makes :rou think so?" 
b. nno the raindrops scund. dreary- or pl.q:ful.?tt 
. . 
2. nsnowfla.ke Dancett ("The First Grade Book, II OUr Sing:f.p,g World 
Series, Ginn and Co.rnpa%l1', P• l36). · 
The light 1 airy quality- of this piece denotes 
the gay dancing .move.m.ents of fal J 1 ng snow. 
a. "This song is describing s ometbi.ng that we see dancing about 
outside our windCNrs in the winter time. u 
b$ nj;s the snow coming dom light:cy- or is it' a driving snow that 
beats down on the earth? How can you tell trDIJl the song?tr 
c. "Would. axJTOne like to show us how snowflakes dance?" 
3. "A Winter Morn:.i.Qgrt (''The First Grade Book,,. OUr Sin&in.g Worl.d 
Series i Ginn and Compa,t:ly 1 p e J.,36) • 
Good contrast can be drawn· between w.inter 
described -in the song above and its cold, 
gloonw aspect depicted here. 
a. "Havt does this song about winter make you feel?" 
b. ''Does it give ;rou the same picture of winter that "Snowi'lake 
Dancen did? · How is it different?" 
c. "What is it about winter that this song is trying to tell us?tt 
d. ''Which song .makes you look forward to winter m.ore?tt 
4• tt'l'he Little Breeze" ("The First .. Grade· Book," OUr Singieg World 
Series, Ginn and Comp~, p. 122). . 
The sweeping motions ot the song suggest a 
gentle breeze in spring" summer, or falle 
a. "J)oes this song make you think of cold, dreary winter? 
Why not?tr 
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b, "What time of year .might this be describing?11 
c. "What do you think might be happening in that time of year? 
Does tbis song sound as though it might blow the trees?tt 
d. •'Will someone show us how the trees move when the w.1.nd. blovrs?tt 
5. "Morning Prqer" (~tOur First Mus. ie ~ n A- Si.nsi.,ng School Series, 
C. 0. Birchard and Company 1 p. 185). 
The sweet,· soft atmosphere created here seems 
to depict the quietness of earl7 morning or 
twilight. 
a. "What time of dq do you think this song is describing? 
WJ:ut do yoti think so?" 
b. ttis it telling us about a peaceful time of clay or a busy 
working time?tt 
c.· 1'Does this music :remind you of at1JT other quiet things?" {Hot 
S'llQIIDer dq in the woods, unrippled lake.) 
d. The children might enjoy drawing pictures of ear~ moridng or 
evening and telling 'the class about them. T~ coulCi also 
share experiences which they have had at these ~at time' 
of the day. Thq should be enconraged to express hem· thq 
:f.'elt at these times. 
6. "Icicles Dripping" ("Our First Music,n A S=\nging School. series, 
c. c. Birchard and CompaJV, p. 248). 
The· steady' drip, drip of the icicles is 
carried throughout the song in the left 
hand. 
a. ncan yon guess what is happening in this song? It is telling 
us about something that happens to icicles when the sun co.mes 
. ,, 
out. Listen careful.ly' and )"ou•ll hear wbat happens. 
b. •*What do you hear the icicles doing in the song? What are 
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the icicles saying?" 
c. ugow J'l'la1'V of you have seen icicles dripping in the sunshine? 
Wltv do they drip? How fast do they' drip?11 
d. "This time see it you can tap your desk lightq eveey time 
an icicle drips." 
7. trTo the Rising Stmtt (ttOur First Music,u A Singing School Series, 
c. c. Birchard and Compan;r, p. 1.33). 
Throughout the song the 3/4 time with the 
continuously accented sec-end beat may· arouse , · · 
a variety of pictures and feelings. It would 
be interesting to see the variety Qf impressions 
that the song .makes on chUdren. The lapping 
of water against a shoreline and the steady 
rlv'tbm. of a rocking chair are suggestio!Ui· 
which the teacher might give to encourage 
the children t s imaginations. 
a. "This song may remind you of lots of different things. .Shut 
7our eyes and listen carefully' to see what itsounds llke to 
yo,u." 
b. "Is it tel.llng us about; something quiet# or noisy?U 
c. ''What time o! dq llli8ht this song be describing?" 
d. 1'l)oes it make you feel like being still or like running and 
jumping?" 
e. 11J}oes it make any of. you !eel like swaying or waving your 
ar.ms? Let•s try- it." 
s. "Concerto. in F for Piano and Orchestra" by Gershwin (Columbia: 
MM5l2-l). 
A small part o! the first nrovement could 
be played to ·represent the hustle· and··bustle and 
disorganization of city life in contrast to the 
next selection by Beethoven, which represents 
the calmness and seremty of the country. 
a. "Here is a different kind of music that describes a busy city. 
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What is it like in the middle of a big city? Is it quiet 
and peaceful or noisy? Do you like to go downtown? WlJT?" 
b. ''What do you think this music will be like? Will it be quiet 
and restful the way our last song was? Wb3' not?" 
c. "Listen careftll.q to see if it ma.k:es you think of aey of the 
- . 
noisy- things we hear downtown. See if it .makes you think of 
lots of people crowding on the streets and in stores and on 
elevators. n 
d. UThen listen for something vecy quiet that Mr. Gershwin, the 
man who wrote this .music, is describing after he tells us 
about busy downtown. What might he ie describing? 'What 
time of dq or what part of the city?" (Evening, or a park, 
perhaps.) 
9. ns,mphoq No. 6 in F Majorn by Beethoven (Pastoral) ttShepherdts 
Songn (RCA Vietor 16473-B). 
This theme of the symphoey can be found in 
JtQur First Music, tt A Sing! ng School Series, 
c. C. Birchard and Comp~, p. 1;6, as well 
as on the record indicated. A teacher ·.might · 
find it adVisable to PlS\V" the simplified piano 
version to the children until they are familiar 
with it, or he might rather play the record 
immediately, so that it might more nearly 
pa.ral.lel the contrasting selection above. 
a. "We are going to get in our automohi.les now and go from the 
busy- city to the quiet country-• What sort of sounds will we 
hear in the count%71 What will we see there?" 
b. "How does it make :rou feel to go to the country? How~ 
of you have takeD. trips to the country? How is it dif-
ferent frOIJl the city-?n 
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c. "ShQ.t your eyes and listen. carefull,y' to see if this music 
I 
makes yau think of ~ quiet happy times you have luid in 
the country'.~ 
d. The teacher might want to bring out that the melody'. in this 
section represents the shepherd's little tune which he hums 
or sings while out tending his sheep. The children . .might 
enjoy plqing "sbepherd" and learning this tune, which is 
s~le erura.gh for them. to sing. Its contagious lilt .mq 
encourage them to swa:y or dance apout as they bam the melody'. 
e. Pictures could be drawn and stories told about the c.bildren•s 
personal exper!~C,es in the comtrr •. 
·. . . 
C. Music Describes Feelings and Moods with its Language of Rbjythm, 
~lod..y, and Harmoar 
lf' children seem. to be grasping the purpose ot music; as a way 
of describing something or sem.eone, the teacher .migbt go· on to ex-
' plain that scm.etimes .music doesn't describe a pa.rticul..ar thing or. 
animal or activit~ 1 but rather tells about a kind of feeling. It 
might; be telling UB how it feels or how it wants us to feel. 
The teacher could point out to the children that sometimes, 
perhapa, they have a hard time tel.ling other people how they feel 
about sometbing-l'lhen they are sad or angJ."'y' or afraid, tor e.x.ample. 
Even when they are happy it is sometimes bard to srq in words h01'1 
! 
happy they feel. Sometimes they just want to dance or sing about it. 
The teacher would lead them to understand that som~imes when 
I 
. . I 
people write music they are trying to tell us how they feel through 
. ! 
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music 1 because they can e~ia.:in it better to us this wq than thq 
can by using words. This could easi,4r lead into a discussion of 
other means of self-e.:xpression through painting, poetey, dancing, 
and other forms which would be i'ami.liar to the children. 
The . children could be encouraged to share with the group 
some of their experiences of happy and sad times and tb:lir ac-
companying !eeli.ngs and actions. . They might draw and find pic-
tures of situations that would bl:'ing about f'eelings of happiness, 
sadnefJs 1 fright 1 anger, exasperation, ~ other emotional re-
sponses. The teaoher could find poems and stories that describe 
feelings. This would lead easil:y into the introduction of musical 
selections which express feelings. 
1. "Roc.kaby'e, Baby11 ("The Golden Song Book," Simon and Schuster, 
p. 30) 
and 
"Oh Susannan ("1'he Golden Song Book," S:iJnon and Schuster, p. ;6). 
A teacher coUld use contrasting pieces such 
as these to make children &Ware of' the tunda-
mental. difference in moods created by sootibing 
and invigorating music. 
a. "Do you feel the same inside when you hear these, two songs?" 
b. "Which one .makes you !eel quieter inside?" 
c. ''Which one .makes you feel like dancing or moving about?" 
2. "Berceusen by J4ri,nsk;r (RCA Victor Record LibraJ.7 for Elementar.r 
Schools, ~hmic ActiVities For Prima.u Grades, Vol. 3, 
4.5-5010-B • 
or 
"Waltz" by Brahms ("OUr First Music," A Singl.ng School Series, 
c. c. Bircha;f.od and Comp~, p. 11). · 
Both have sweet 1 flowing melodies which JD1ght 
describe a quiet summer day in the woods. 
a. •'What kind of fe$l.ing do you think the person who wrote this 
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is trying to make us have?" 
b. "HOW" do you think· he was feeling when he wrote it? Was he 
excited or troubled about something., or do you think he was 
feeling quiet and happy inside? Wlzy'?fl 
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c. "What sorts of things make you feel the way this music sounds?" 
.3. "Legend of the Bells" by Planquette (:RCA Victior Record Library 
· For Elementary Schools, Listening Activities For ptirna.rx Grades, 
Vol. l, 45-5026-A) . 
or 
•awe •ll Follow" { IIQur First Music' II A Singing. school serie,s 1 
c. c. Birchard and Compaqy, p. 75). 
A gq, carefree atmosphere ·is established 
with quick, light, d.ance-like .movements. 
a. "How does this make you feel inside? Happy or sad? ll'hT?" 
b. "Does it make you feel like l.y1ng still or dancing about? 
"'ll:o'? tt 
,, 
4. tJDol.:cy''s Funeral" bJr Tehaikovsq {RCA Victor Record Library·· For 
Elementar.r Schools, RJtythmic Activities For Primarl Gr>ades 11 Vol. .3, 45-50lo-A) . . 
or · 
"Chanson Triste" ( 110Ur First Music,~" A Singi.n& School Seriss., 
c. c. Birchard and Co.lllp8.q,. p. 45). · .. 
Both·. have a slow-moving, minor· quality 
about them which suggests an air of 
sadness. · 
·e 
. . 
;. UVS1la1n" from Marionettes hi MacDowell (RCA Victor Record 
Library For Elementary Schools, Listening Activities For 
frtma.rr Grades, .Vol .. . :3, 45-50:32-A) 
or 
. "Ha.llowe ten Night u ("The First Grade Book, u OUr Singing World 
Series, Ginn and Compa.rJT, P• 85). . 
Both pieces·. have a slow, lqp"Sterious air 
about them., 
a. "How does this one make you feel that none of the other 
pieces did?" 
b,. "Can you think of something mysterious and •scarr' that this 
music might describe?" 
c •. Dramatization coul.i:i eas~ spring from. this. 
6. 1'Waltzing Doll" by Poldini (RCA Victor Record Librar.y For 
El~ary Schools, Listening Activities for P~ Grades, 
Vol. 2, 45-5029-A) · 
or 
"On Tiptoe" (t~Our First Mttsic,1' A Bingi.gs School Series, C~ C. 
Birchard and Company, p,. lO) •. 
These selections have a light, dance-
like quality- about them .. 
a. "Can anyone shcm us hCRi this music makes him feel?" 
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b,. "Was it the kind of song that might frighten someone · rr make 
him. feel sad?" (The pieces given above that depicted these 
feelings could be brought again to the attention of the group~.) 
c. •'Does it nake you feel. like being still or like m.ov1ng around?" 
d. "When have you felt the way- this music sounds?" 
7. 1'Waltz in A Minor," Op,. 34, No. 2, by Chopin (RCA Victor 11-
9048-BO 
and 
"Polonaise in A Flat}1 Op. 53, Part I, by Chopin (RCA Victor 
ll-9047-B). . 
The purpose of playing the first parts ot · 
these Chopin. selections would be· tA indi-
cate· to the ebi ldren the difference in moods 
displqed by one man. The former expresses 
sad, thougbt;ful._, or perhaps peacetul fe~gs; 
the latter has an excited., angry, or impatient 
qualit7. 
a, "How do you think Chopin, the .man who composed these pieces 
of music, was feeling wl:en he wrote the waltz?" 
ba 'rwhat might have happened that made him feel. this wq?" 
Ca "How do you think he was feeling when he wrot.e the Polonaise?tt 
d. ~ do you suppose he felt this wq?" 
e. "Have you ever felt the way these two pieces describe? Haw 
do you sometimes show the wq you feel?ll 
t. The children could draw pictures or tell stories to describe 
situations in their lives which had evoked the feelings that 
Chopin's lllUSic seemed to express, 
s. nAir for a G stringlt from Suite #3 in D by Bach (RCA Victor 
36233-A). . 
This record (as much as the teacher, found. 
advisable to plq for his group) would de-
.. pict feelings of sadness for some; for 
others, peaceful or contemplative sensations. 
a. 11HaN do you think Bacb, the man Who wrote this music, was 
feeling when he wrote it?" 
b. "What time of dtq .might he have written it?tr 
Ce 11Do you think he was alone or were there .IJI8lV' people with 
him while he was composing it?" 
d., "H~ does it .make you feel inside when you hear i\?" 
e. "Do you t.bi.nk you would be more apt; to feel the W'IJ:1' this 
music describes at night when your mothers are tucking you 
into bed or during the da.,vtime· wl:en you are out playing with 
the other children? Wttv?" 
f. The children could .make. up a short spontaneous pla,y which 
might revolve about feelings ot peacefulness and quietness 
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or sadness (depending upon the interpretation which was 
accepted by the group) •. 
9. "Schwanda-Polk:a and Fugue" by Weinberger (RCA Victor 7958-A). 
The first pan of the Polka seems· to 
express great jor and exuberance. 
Movements o£ the dance can be felt in 
the reytbm. 
a.. ttHow does this one make you .feel different from nJir for a 
G String?" 
b. "Do you think the composer is telling us about baPP.Y or un-
happy feelings within him?" 
c. noo you feel. like being quiet or like dancing?" 
d. "Would anyone like to show us how this music makes him .f'eel? 11 
10. "Artist's Life" by J. strauss (Columbia M 481-3) 
This selection woul.d show a change in 
lJlOod e.xpressed through the medium of 
mus·ic. Strauss' mood seems to change 
from a sober pensive state to one of 
ga-r e.xnberance. 
a. "Sometimes· do your feelings change quic~? What happens 
... 
when _you are feeling unhappy and sontetbing very nice happens?tt 
b. "Listen to this piece of .music and. see if you can tell whether 
Strauss, the man who wrote it, was feeling haPPT or sad.." 
c. "Raise your hand. when y-ou think his mood changes. Now is 
he haPW or unhappYl" 
· d. ''What might have happened to .Qia.ke his feelings change?" 
e. The children might enjoy making up a short; play to perform 
\, ·. '" 
with Strauss as backgroWld mu~ic. The theme could deal with 
' .. 
everydq eve.p.ts in their lives-someone looking dejected, 
crying ... Mother coming to sq they are going to the circus. 
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V. Using Music In&erpretations to Enrich a Narrative 
Children w:Ui enjo,y using their new language of musical tones 
to tell stories. Iilstead of describing a r~ day with wor@, they-
can sing a song about such a day; they can select a recording or 
piano rendition which would represent the patter of raindrops; the~ 
can drum lightly on their desks in turlihering their description; or 
they- can dance about the room. with ligl:di, ticy t•raindrop" steps. 
In helping the children to use music to ·express thoughts and 
f~elings and to describe the world about them, a teacher would at 
first have to give a great deal of support in the way of concrete 
suggestions. He could, :for instance, make up a simple \busical. nar-
rative11 of his awn to present to the class before encouraging the 
children to atteq)t this type of undertaking. He could ma.ke oppor-
tunities for children's ideas and choices to be incorporated into 
the narrative as he presents it to them. 
The follow.i.ng is given to illustrate how a teacher might; approach 
this type of 11Jl1Usical stor.v" activity with the children: 
"Martha and Bobby were a little girl and a little boy about. your 
age who loved to play in the deep forest near their house in the 
country. One sllllUler day they started off with a picnic lunch to eat 
under the tall sfwtr trees in the woods. On the way a veey busy 
bumblebee tried to see what they bad in their lunch box. Listen to 
the bumblebee. u 
"Impromptu-The Top" from Petite Suite by Bizet (RCA Vietor 
Record. L:lbrary For Ele.m.entaey- Schools, Listening Activities 
For Primary Grades, Vol. 1, 45-5025-B). 
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•'When the c;b:Udren arrived in the forest, they found a tall oak 
tree and spread their picnic lunch under it. It was this kind of a 
d~ in the woods. Listen .. " 
nsleeping Time" frcm Memories of Childhood by Pinto (RCA 
Victor Record Li.bra.r.r For Elementary· Schools, Listening 
Activ.ities For Plj.marl Grades, Vol. 1, 45-5027-B). 
This rec)ord, expressive· of a. quiet, slaw-
moving d.q, can be plqed tbroughou:ti with 
little guidance so that the chlldren can 
imagine their own ldnd of day, or the 
teacher can prepare them to listen for the 
hooting owl and· the crying baby (doll) by 
weaving them into the story before pleying 
the record. Some children might interpret 
the doll's "mama11 as a bird call in the 
forest. 
"As the children were finishing their lunch, thq heard a blast 
of trumpets as lmnters raced by on their horses. Listen to this record 
to see it it makes you see in your .mind the galloping horses. What is 
it about the music that makes you see them? Would any"One like to show 
us haw the horses are galloping in this music?« 
11The Little Bunters•' by Kullak· (RCA Victor Record Libraey· 
For Elementary' Schools, ·Listening Activities For Prip!arz 
Grades, Vol. 2, 45-5028-B). 
11The chlldren walked on through the woods until they came to an 
open field where several little lambs were frolicking about with one 
another. They would run and jump and kick up their heels 1 and then 
they would grarr tired and stop to eat grass laziq until they felt 
like pl.aying once again. Listen while this music tells you about these 
ftmxly little lambs. Raise your hands whenever you think the lambs are 
v 
resting." 
"The Little Shepherd" fro.Dl Children's Corner by' Debusq 
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(RCA Vietor Record Libra17 For Elem.eutar.r Schools~ Listeffing 
Activities for Prima.r;.r Grades, Vol. 2, 45-50.30-B). 
A section of .this would probab~ sutfice1 
since the· mood is similar throughout and 
the children might become bored. 
"The children became so interested in watching the little animals 
. playing tm.t time passed by quiekl;v" and it was soon time to start for 
home. On the way back, they walked along a couttt.ry road which some 
.men were hard at work repairing. Listen to this music to see it ;you 
can tell mat kind of work the .men. might have been doing.. Do you 
thiD.k it sounds like hard work? Do you think the sun. felt hot?n 
"Tame· Bears" from The Wand of Youth Suites· by Elgar (RCA 
Vietor Record Library Fw El.ementa.ry'· Schools~ Listening 
Activities For Pri.maxz Grades, Vol. 2~ 45-50.31-B). 
The slow heav~.o could. represent. · 
the swinging of heav picks and shovem. 
The children could imitate the worlanen 
wit b. the faJl ing instruments coming on 
the accented beat. 
"Now listen to ·this piece and see it it is telling us about; some-
one else who is world.ng hard. If not, what do you think it might be 
try.J.ng to tell us? It will probably make you all think of lots of 
different things." 
"Moths and Butterflies"· by .Elgar· (RCA Victor Record Library 
For Elementary Schools·~ Listep.ing Activities For Priffim 
Grades 1 Vol. 2, 45--50.31-B). 
The contrast with the last reccrd is 
very apparent. 'l.'bis can be brought 
out :f'arther in the discussion of the 
children• s interpretations of it. 
"Farther on dawn. the road the children came to their schoolhouse 
which was all closed up for .the sUIDDler, except; for the playground where 
several children were plqing. Listen to see if you can tell what some 
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of the children might have been doingq u 
"Waltz No. 2'' by Brahms (RCA Victor Record Libra.ry For 
Elementary Schools., Jlp'thmie Activities For Primaq Grades_,· 
Vol. 2, 45-5006-B). · · · 
1'he reytbmic. 3/4 time could describe 
swinging. 
"Children were doing ot;her things besides swinging. Listen to 
this to see what else they might have been doing. See if you think 
it sounds as though they were having fun. Do you suppose they were 
doing quiet things or were they moving about qui.cJt:4r?" 
nclmm" from MarionettEIIf by MacDowell (RCA Vietor Record 
Library For Element;ary Schools, Listening Activities For· 
Primar.y Grades, Vol. 3, 45-5032-A). · 
The rapid tempo suggests aetivity of 
some sort; ... tag_, perhaps_, or other 
running games. 
"ilier watching the children play far a few .minutes, Martha and 
Bobby walked on down the road to their home where Mother had tbeir 
dinner all ready for them.. That night, as they were being tucked into 
bed, they told their Mother and Father about their good times in the 
woods and about all . that they had seen that da\V'. Now we .DII1St find 
some music to end our little story, some music that will make us think 
of Martiha and Bobby going to sleep at the end. of a busy day.. I have 
two recol"ds which I will play so that you may choose the one that 
sounds better here in our storye Listen caref~.n 
ttEntrance of the Little Fauns 11 from. Cldalise by Pierne 
(RCA. Victor Record Libr8.17 For Elementar;y Schools, Listening 
Activities For PrimarY Grades, Vol.. 4, 45-5038-A). 
Busyness and confusion such as one 
would find on crowded downtown ·streets 
are depicted in this record. 
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•l))oes this record .make you feel sleepy? How does it make you 
feel? What sort of thing is it describing? J)o we want this piece 
to end our storrz Listen to this now·" 
nchiJ.dren•s Prqer" from. Hansel and Gretel, Act 2~ sc. 2, 
by Hwnperdinck (RCA Victor Record Librar,y For El.em.entary· 
Schoolsi Iai.stening A,ctivities For Primary Grades, Vol .. 41 45-5036-B). · . 
The teacher can help the children to 
see that the latter is made up of "quiet" 
sounding tones that are smooth, not jumpy 
as they were in the first selection. 
The children could be encouraged to .make up 1 on a much simpler 
scale, their own· musical stories which might; have o~ one or two 
accompan;ying musical selections •. These could be sung by the chUd 
· (or a group of children)~ or the child. could ask the teacher to pl.q 
a particular piece on the piano or victrola. 
It is hoped that, through these types of creative listening 
activities and others whic)l .might arise to supplement them, children 
will come to a deeper understanding and appreciation of music that 
Will urge them on to further creativity 1n .music and in other areas 
·as: well. 
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5. Dramatic Play 
Throughout this chapter of creative JJIUSic activities the writer 
has endeavol"ed to bring in whenever possible the elenent of drama, since 
young children are able to slip so easily' and .na.tura.l.ly into the role of y 
another person or thing. .As it was breught out in Chapter I., in dis-
cussing developmental characteristics, the value of dramatic activity 
lies not o!Lcy' in the fact that it is received so enthusiastical.J.T by 
young children, but also because it plays an important part in molding 
a. young child • s concept of self, which is rapidl7 unfold:i..ng during 
these early years of life. 
In this section On "Dranatic Plqn the writer wishes to emphasize 
through illustration that this valuable tooll'JJS.y serve as a core from. 
which all of the areas of creative music discussed in this paper might 
ste.m. 
The Shoemaker and the Elves 
I. Dramatic .Pla.y 
The stol'Y' of "The Shoemaker and the Elves" 1 a favorite with 
young children, could be introduced and read to the group. Dramatic 
portrayal of the plight of the pool" shoemaker and the helpful activity 
of the little elves would easily evolve. 
i/See "Creative' ~hmic Activities," part III, "The Use of Rhythmic 
Interpretations in Dramatic For.m,u p. ~? 
and . 
"Creative Listening Activities~•· part V, "Using Music Interpretations 
to Enrich a Narrative," p. 10:> · · 
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While enthusiasm was high, the teacher could plq the following 
record of this fa±ry tale' which has appropriate and singable songs 
interspersed h the narrative; 
"The Sheemaker· and the Elves," MercU17 Childcra.f't 
Records, No. 12. 
This could lead natural:cy- to the introduction o! music into their 
own dramatic interpretation of the story. 
II. Creative Singing 
If singing is to be purposeful in order to have creative elements, 
what better reason would there be for children•s singing than to in-
form their "audience" about the characters and plot of their plq? 
The following song would serve to introduce the shoemaker 1 as would 
the introductory song found in the recording of the story-: 
"The Little Shoemaker" (RCA Victor Record Libra.r;r 
For EJ.e.m.entary Grades, Sm:ing Activities For 
Primary Grades 1 45-5051-B • 
Other songs in the recording of the story ('!rhe Shoemaker· and the 
Elves,u Mercury Childcraft Records, No. l2) could be learned and sung 
by the children to add to the play e 
m. Creative Listening 
Wbe children would find sufficient .motive for attentive listening 
in choosing a musical selectien which would contribute most effectivel7 
to the mood which they wish to create in their drama. 
The teacher could play contrasting pieces of music from which 
the children would choose the one most descriptive of the tiny elves 
at work. The following might be used: 
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"L\lllaby" by Brahms (RCA Victor Record Library Fol" El.e-· 
mentary Schools 1 Listeffi.ng Activities For Pri.m.ary Grades 1 
Vol. l, 45-5024-A). · 
and 
The quiet, soothing quality of this 
piece would make it obvious~ in-
appropriate. 
11HobbJ' Horse" from Me.m.ories of Childhood by Pinto (RCA 
Victor Record Library For Elementary Schools, Listening 
Activities For Primary Grades 1 Vol. 1 1 45~5027':""B). 
This record would depict well ·the 
busy activitr of the little elves .. 
At the end, the music .might be in-
terpreted as describing the little 
elves running awa:y after their 
. work is done. 
IV. Making and Plqing Musical Instruments 
The chil.c!ren, in taking the part of the busy- elves, could be 
encouraged to ttinvent" instruments which would represent the pounding 
and hammering of the elves during an appropriate musical selsction. 
Two stones pounded together, a .firlDly rapped pie tin, or tenpenny 
nails, suspended on strings arid struck with a metal bar or wooden }/ 
stick .might serve the purpose~> This activity could accompany the 
following record: 
"DWarfstt by Reinhold (RCA Victor Record Librar.r For Ele-
mentary Schools, ~hmic Activities For Prima.ry Grades, 
Vol.. l, 45-5000-A • 
The beat is clear and the te1npo 
is slow enough tor young children. 
V.. Creative Bb.ytbmic Activities 
A. In response to the following selection, the children, imitating 
elves, could dance about with small1 light steps: 
ysee "Making and PJ.a1ing Musical Instrutuents," section I, p .. 46 
for further ideas. 
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nano.m.estt by Reinhold (RCA Victor Record Library For 
Ele.mentary Schools, R!W'thmic Activities For Prima.rz 
Grades~ Vol. l, 45-5000~). , 
This select10.1l1 with its gq yet 
.m;ysterious air, has an excellent 
tempo for acco.tnpa.l\'Ving rhythmic 
movements. 
B. The teacher might want to' incorporate into the drama. the rhythm. 
band activities given previously for "Elfin Dance" ("The First 
·. ' ·. .· . . y 
Grade Book,u Our Singing World Series, Ginn and orunpa.n.y, P• 82},. 
VI. Creative Musical Compositions · 
When the chilctren became thoroughly engrossed in identifying 
themselves with the happy little elves at their work, the teacher 
mighti lead them into crea'!;;ing a very simple song or chant about the 
tapping of the buay hammers or s QIJle other phase of the drama. 
The Suggestions given in this section will hopetul.ly indicate to 
the reader that a variety of creative musical experiences may evolve 
from a core of dramatization. 
i/see trcreative Rl\vthadc Activities, n section IV, p. 77 
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6. Creative Musical Compositions 
Everyone at some time in his life experiences to some extent the 
joy and satisfaction which accoll1pa.Dy' a:rq creation which is whol.J.y one t s 
own, whether it be a satisf'.ying dinner dish, a well-made desk, or an 
original musical co.mpositicn. It is the responsibility of those who 
guide young children 'to help them. to experience in maw areas the joy-ous 
sense of well-being and accomplishment which results from successful 
creative efforts. 
In creating original .musical compositions, perhaps to a greater 
degree than in any of the other areas of creative .music, are these 
feelings of perscmal. prid.e and accomplishment experienced. The creatien 
of original .music might be considered, for this reason, the culmination 
of aU other areas of .music, where the urge to create is expressed most 
ful4r. It cemes as an outpouring of musical feeling wlwn ether forms 
of expression seem inadequate. 
How, then, can teachers .make . it possible for young children to 
turn their feeling into musical/ sound? How may children be encouraged 
and guided in expressing themselves in this satisfying way? 
·I. Related Introductory Activities For Ver.y Young Children 
Even before children are mature enough to create actual simple 
songs, they my find. satisfaction and delight in conversing and 
chanting to music. This type of activity will encourage them to 
use musical expression with a sense of freedom. and wUl also help 
them. to realize that this form of expression is a way of ccmm.unicating 
thoughts and feelings just a.s talld ng is. 
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A. Tone Chants 
Children at their play- ma:r often be heard chanting about 
their activity in a singsong manner. They ma:r be encouraged to 
use this type of expression., bordering on musical tones, in lllBJl7 
ways: 
1. Chanting .might accompany movements that children .make, such 
as swinging or going up stairs. In the latter, the relation-
ship between words and music could be brought in incidental.:cy' 
by- denoting the upward movement with an ascending scale. 
2. Chanlis could spring from rb;ythms and other sounds which the 
children .might hear around them. The banging of a hammer, 
the ticking of a clock, the "swoosh" o:r a washing machine, 
the patter o:r rain would all lend themselves to rh1thmioal 
chanting. 
B. Singing Conversations 
As children communicate with one another in their plq and 
storytelling, they would delight in the novelty- o:r expressing 
their ideas in musical tones. 
1. Cal.l.ing and qaestioning one another could be done in this manner. 
2 .. The narrative of a simple story could be expressed inter.mittantl.T 
in .musical tones. Ethel Croninshi.eld has e.mployed this device 
. }/ 
ef.f'eotively in very simple stories. In one .tale, .tor example, 
after the introdu~ioli of "Bobby" and ttthe apple treeu in spoken 
X/Etihel Croninsbield., Stories That sws, Boston Music Co., Boston, 1945, 
p •. 1. 
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words, an ascending scale was used to express the boy's words, 
"I can climb vtq up to the top." I.ater in the sto171 a de-
scending scale was used ~o a.ccompaey- his climbing dam. 
This use of musical e.xpression would point out clear:cy-
to children that .music is a way of making known onets thoughts 
and feelings. 
n. Approaches to Actual Musical Composition 
As children become more familiar with .music 1 they .may begin to 
realize that it is a satisfying and rewarding means of self-expression. 
In his approach to the area of musical composition, a teacher~ be 
instrumental in bringing to the attention of his children stimuli 
that might induce original musical expression. The following are a 
few possible wqs in which a teacher might evoke in children a desire 
to create short, simple .musical compositions: 
A. Using Special Occasions 
If children have enjoyed an unusual event, such as a walk, 
a field trip, or an assemb:cy-, they- are eager to tell someone about 
it. At these times they might; be encouraged to create a simple 
musical composition about something that pleased them especiallY', 
or something that disgusted or frightened them. 
Through brief questioning and discuSsion a teacher could 
help them to organize their feelings connected with a particular 
event, so that the;r would become more conscious of their desire 
to express their impressions in some wq. 
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B. Using· Weather 
Various manifestations of weather and the chang:fng seasons 
are a continuous source of ·excitement and interest ftlt' young 
children. A teacher might make use of a ra~, sxiowy-, or wi.ndy' 
dq, a Sl.UlD;V' or a cloud;r one, cold or hot.; to arouse in children 
the desire to describe the particular condition ·and their feelings 
about it through the medium of simple .musical. compositions. One 
short llne, all his own, would give a child a great feeling of 
personal satisfaction. 
c. Using Dramatic Fom y 
As the writer in.dicated previously, children, _involved in 
dramatic activity, might easil.y and natura.ll;r respcnd to the 
situation by creating a song which would contribute to the mood 
of their drama~ ·This approach, with its air of spontaneity, 
would be especially' useful with young children who move so easily' 
into the area of dramatic plq. Little girls could hum their 
own simple lullabies to their dolls; and boys, in the roles of 
firemen, policemen, bus drivers, and soldiers might .make up short 
songs about their respective occupations. 
D. Usipg Poems and Stories 
Reading poems and stories (or telling stories) to children 
might give them ideas and incentives for creating musical. compo-
sitions to express their newq aroused thoughts and feelings. 
ysee section on "Dramatic ~, u part VI, P• 113 
• 
A narrative involving activity, or vivid descriptions that ·would. 
induce an emotional response mdght prove most successful. ·per-
haps a key wc:rd or phrase woUld impel a child to create a simple 
song. If the teacher were able to make up piano accompaniment, 
this would add prestige to an original song in the eyes of the 
children. 
The group as a whole, with the teacher's guidance, might 
take a familiar poem or. rlpe, or one which a child bad composed, 
and make up an appropriate tune for it. The teacher would have 
to direct the efforts to avoid llll$ingable melodies. 
E.. Using Music and R.J:gthmic Patterns 
A desire to express thoughts and feelings through original 
musical composition .might spring .tro.m an activit;y of attentive 
listening to a selection of music which the cbildren had .found 
interesting and meaningful. A particular rlwthmie pattern, for 
instance, might meet with enthUsiasm from. a youngster and spur 
him on to creating an original melody'. Music which aroused par-
ticular emotional responses in the children might also provide 
sufficient stimulus to impel them to create something of their 
ovm. The section on "Listening Activitiestt includes material y 
which might be helpful in this approach. 
ysee "Listening Activities, 11 P• 8 5 
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The s~estions given above have included only a sampling o:t 
possible approaches to this area of music creativity. Ingenuity 
on the part of a teacher will discover an inexhaustible suppq 
ot stimuli in everyd~ living which might evoke in children a 
desire to find e:x:pression through the .msdiu.m. ot creative musical. 
co.aposition. 
It has been the intent of the writer in preparing this paper to 
present a creative approach to music tor young children, not for the 
purpose of leading children toward perfe~tion of the art, but rather 
to awaken in them a growing realization of the joy and satisfaction 
in expressing themselves through .music .. 
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